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ESTANCIA
Ni RsUbllíheillSCU
Hitmld
Established

NEWS-HERAL-

D

Estancia, Torrance County, New Mexico, Thursday, October

1008

17,

1918

Volume XIV No. 52

house of Nestor Candelaria.
mills, $3,160.17.
Precinct No. 4, Ciénega, Eutemio
District No. 22, $64810, .003 mills,
Luna, Jesus Flores, Emilio
Pena; $194.43.
election to be held in house of EuDistrict No. 25, $61,031, .003 mills,
temio Luna.
5183.09.
Precinct No. 5, Punta, Daniel TorDistrict No. 28, $1,237,671, .002
A call has been made for thirty
res, Abran Lucero, J. S. Keller; elec- mills. $2,447.53.
men to be entrained Oct. 21st for
tion to be held in the house of Daniel
District No. 34, $42,325, .004 mills,
r ort itosecrans, California.
Torres.
$169.30.
The list called is as follows:
.002
District No. 35, $262,623,
No.
6, Willard, G. B. SalPrecinct
The Board of County Commission
Fayette Garland
as, Francisco Anto. Torres, C. D. mills, J525.25.
era met October 7, 1918, in regular
Bruce B. Davis
No.
.003
37,
District
$47,948,
milis.
Ottosen; election to be held in house
Samuel C. Hicks
session.
$143.84.
G. B. Salas.
Jesus Candelaria, chairman: Mel- of Precinct
Gabriel E. Cannon
District No. 39, $61,661, .003 mills,
7, Estancia,
No.
Carl
cor Luna and Ponciano Sanches, Sherwood,
Eugenio Chavez
T. B. Rapkoch,
J. M. $184.98.
members, present.
Pickard C. Walker
.0015
District No. 42, $97,565,
Spruill; election to be held in house
In attendance were the sheriff and of
Jose B. Vigil
mills, $146.35.
J. Berkshire.
Curl W. Marshall
clerk.
No.
.0045
District
46, $122,009,
Precinct No. 8, Moriarty, A. M.
Julius Meyer, Sr., was sworn in as Shockey,
Macario Eoibal
Geo. W. Woodman, C. R. mills, $549.04.
interpreter.
Pablo Montoya
-.006
District No. 47, $21,164,
election
Greenfield;
be
to
in
held
The minutes of the previous
Jas. E. Grisham
mills, $126.98.
of Geo. Davis.
were read and approved, ex house
Francisco Maldonado
Village
iunds:
Precinct No. 9, Palma, Jesus Ma.
cepting those parts thereof pertain Abeytia,
Swindla O. Burkhead
mills,
.003
Estancia, $253,540,
Jose Jaramillo, Asencion
ing to the distribution of the moneys Chaves; election
A. W. Franklin
to be held in house $760.62.
W. C. House
in the county road fund.
.0035
Mountainair,
$194,437,
The Board hereby rescinds former of Nic. Tenorio.
Elzie B. Grove
Precinct No. 10, Duran, Blas Du mills, $680.53.
Patronicio Jaramillo
resolution pertaining to the distribu ran,
The Board orders that L. A. Rouslrancito Sanches, H. t. Jones; seau
Claud M. Lassater
tion and use of the moneys in the election
and C. L. Burt go before the
be
held
to
in
school
the
county
road
L.
lieu
in
fund and
Lujan
Jose
thereof
State Tax Commission as representa
passes the folowmg resolution, ac- house.
W. F. Karstetter
tives ot this county in connection
Precinct No. 11, Pinos Wells, Isa with
cording to the opinion of Asst. DisEdgar W. Ogden
the aforesaid levies, at the ex
ías
DonaciGallegos,
Chaves,
Juan
L.
R.
Atorney
Ezequiel Maldonado
trict
Hitt, appropriat ano Chaves;
election to be held in pense ot the county.
ing tne sum ot ss.euu.
Antonio M. Lucero
Comes now Mrs.
Otero Warren
of Isaias Chaves.
The Board now
Sabino Serna
reconsiders the house
Precinct No. 12, Encino, Teófilo and moved the board for the appoint
resolution passed at the special meet Garcia,
Thos. W. Moulton
B4I-- S
county
a
of
ment
nurse,
said nurse to
C.
Speare,
W.
Elias
Pinnell;
ing held August 7th, 1918, relative
Jacob N. Thomas
in old school be paid by appropriation by the
PUT YOUR MONEY IN OUR BANK AND YOUR VALUABLES IN
to the appropriation of $3,000 for election to be held
Eoy Cockrell
county
any
from
funds available
THEN YOU WILL KNOW
OUR SAFETY DEPOSIT VAULTS.
Antonio Barreras
roads m the county, on roads State house.
Precinct No. 13, Abo, Juan Serna the sum of $75.00 per month. The
WHERE THEY ARE: THAT THEY ARE ALWAYS SAFE; THAT YOU
Highways Nos. 19 and 41: and do
Jose Manuel Baca
board,
de
consideration,
after
due
WHEN
YOU
THEM
Romero,
WANT
THEM.
Cisneros
Tomas
GET
CAN
"
Vicente
now pass the followinc resolution in
Omho Irvin
that they will employ such
MONEY AND VALUABLES KEPT IN THE HOME MAKE YOU
lieu of the above mentioned resolu election to be held in the hall of the cides
Manuel Garcia
YOU CAN'T
GO OUT WITHOUT FEELING THAT
nurse for the balance of the quarter,
NERVOUS.
Society of H. A.
tion:
Pancracio Chavez
provided that said nurse be a
MAY HAPPEN TO THEM WHILE YOU ARE GONE.
1918,
SOMETHING
Lucy,
14,
No.
Gon
Juan
Precinct
State of New Mexico, County of
Pedro M. Apodaca
EngOR
BURN
BURGLARS MAY STEAL THEM.
THEM
FIRE MAY
zales, E. A. Mattingly, M. A. Malon person who can speakboth the
Lyman C. Timmons
Torrance, ss:
RENT A BOX IN OUR SAFETY DEPOSIT VAULTS FOR A NOMWe, the undersigned Board of ey; election to be held in house of M. nsn ano bpanisn languages iiuentiy
Severo Chavez
SUM AND HAVE PEACE OF MIND.
in
be
person
INAL
such
cannot
had
if
and
Maloney.
A.
County Commissioners of Torrance
Marvin McKinley
COME TO OUR BANK.
Precinct No. 15, Mountainair, Ru- - this county then she be employed
County, New Mexico, in regular ses
John T. Gay
outside, and that the said
sion assembled, do hereby appropri maldo Miribal, C. J. Amble, A. Mel from the
Simon Torrez
nurse be ready to report for duty at
ate the sum of $5,600 out of the ton,; election to be held in house of the
Homer J. Berkshire
earliest possible moment, and not
General Road Fund of said countv. Chas. L. Burt.
DIRECTORS A. 3. GREEN, 3. B. HERNúON, H. F. SH ELTON
Thomas E. Clark
later
than October 31st, 1918.
Precinct No. 16, Mcintosh, Frank
DR. C. 3. AMBLE, 3. S. KELLY, ANNIE PORTER.
for the purpose of repairing the state
Francisco Salas
following
Board
the
orders
that
King,
S.
G.
Laws,
Gates;
elec
D.
S.
highways Nos. 19 and 41 within said
O. R. Kooken
be naid out of the different
county and hereby direct that war- tion to be held in store of Mr. Ram- - accounts
Horacio Sabedra
funds as follows:
rant be issued out of said funds ir by- Meliton Lopez
1.75 Mariano Vigil, sal prob jdg
150.00
Candelaria,
sal co com $150.00 Goo. S. Alter, const fees
Mo.
Jesus
17, Jaramillo, Jacobo
rrecinct
said sum, in favor of the State HighApolonio Armijo
33.00
150.00 Treas. Bd Regents, sup co agt 300.00 Mariano Vigil, exp prob jdg
Baca y Torres, C. E. Sharpless, A. R. Mclcor Luna, sal co com
way Commission for said purpose.
Florencio Herrera
L.
Mrs.
J.
12.50
bk
warrant
N.
M.
wit
Ptg.
Johnson,
Co.,
2.20
fees
Dated at instancia. N. M.. this 7th Dressier; election to be held in house Ponciano Sanches, sal co com 150.00 W.
L.
2.30
J.
Johnson,
G.
wit
wit
2.20
fees
Johnson,
fees
550.00
y
Salas,
co
clerk
of Jacobo Baca
Julian
Torres.
The local board has a call for day ot October, 1918.
2.30 A. Baca, repairs on car
wit fees
68.95
Johnson,
Susie
L.
C.
450.00
supt
schools
No.
18,
Burt,
Cedarvale,
Victor
Precinct
Jesus Candelaria, Chairman.
twenty men to go to University at
Feliciano
Chaves
y
180.00
Salas,
exp
jailer
sal
Sanches,
300.00 Julian
Lueras, Manuel Hernandes, Harry D. Elias Speare, dep sheriff
Ponciano Sanches.
Austin, Texas, for mechanical train120.65
ass.rs office
23.75
150.00 Est. Tel. Co., phone service
Smith; election to be held in house of Elias Sanches, janitor
Melcor Luna.
ing, to be entrained October 29th.
J. B. Franklin, mileage and
375.00 J. H. Wiggins, fees insanity
Baca,
dep
Alejandro
L.
shff
DeWolf.
W.
The board is authorized to call from Attest: Julian Salas, Clerk.
wit
fees
24.42
do.uu
cases
250.00
Precinct No. 19, Lucero, Emilio L. A. Rousseau, dep as, or
The Board does further resolve
class of September 12th, registrants.
(Continued on last page.)
40.00
250.00 I. W. Tucker, wk on roads
M. K. Merrifield, Pre- - Annie Porter, dep treas
The requirements are that they shall and set aside the following amounts Chaves, Wm.
co
B.
Rapkoch,
dep
clerk
T.
be
held
to
Lucero;
lliano
in
election
be high school graduates, ages 19 to for road work:
oOU.UO
and dep dist court elk
Project Road No. 19, $3,000: house of Maximiliano Montoya.
Regis36, and physically
sound.
Precinct No. 20, Varney, John 1. Mat Freilinger, claim of M.
41, $2,600.
trants may volunteer for this call, Road isNo.
15.00 BC. A. BURRUSS. President
C.
interpreter
Sanches,
Jr.,
L.
Keizer;
Kimmons,
NEAL JENSON. Cüshier
Imhoff,
John
It also the sense of this resolu
and it is a fine opportunity to get
69.00 8,1: N. BURTON. Vice Pres.
lection to be held in house of John R. Tenorio, repairs on car
W. ROBERSON, Ass't Cssh'r
No. 19, the work
ED.
mechanical training under pay. The tion that on Road Lucy
3.50
A. Baca, mileage
be done between
and Willard, Kimmons.
Directors: Willie Elgin, F. T.
board would like to. have those who and
2.25 gC. ORTIZ, 2nd Vice President.
A. Baca, interp'tr J. P. court
October 9, 1918.
from Mountainair west to the
are qualified come forward, so as to county
Meadows, A. Abbott, Kobert L,ynn.
3.00
The board met this morning at 9 Preciliano Lucero jdge elec
line.
fill this call with volunteers.
'clock pursuant to adjournment tak- - Chas. A. Burrus, claim M.
Report ot treasurer of funds avail
9.00
Sanches
yesterday. Same oiticers pres
able for payment of claims present
HAVE GIVEN
Of all the thin slop ever attempted ed and approved.
66.66
B. C. Barker, refund lie
LEND AS OUR
ent.
to be fed to voters, this propaganda
Board now fixes the following lev Extension service, State Col
A petition signed by land owners
200.00
that the way to support the president along the following proposed
appro,
club
county
purposes:
work
road, ies for state and
1.(0
is to elect an opposition congress is praying that a public highway be deR. Tenorio, wit fees
ror general state funds:
L nd the way they have given these men who have enough
the thinnest. In the election which clared of the road beginning at a
State purposes interest and sink T. B. Rapkoch, work for co
was held during the Spanish-America- n
40.00
supt
hgy
mills
.0035.
in
point one half mile south of the ing, $35,389.10, rate
to oat, enough to wear, a few dollars in their pockets, and have
'
war, every Republican speaker northeast corner of section six,
State road fund, 10,111.17, rate J. L. Stubblefield, wk rd supt 47.50
devoted the balance, of their earning power as a gift to their
34.00
and writer in the country from cab- Township three north of range seven in mills .001.
E. C. Hays, wk on roads
21.45 J country.
inet officers down, urged the impor- East, N. M. P. M., thence running
War Certificate fund, $2,527.79, Estancia Drug Co., supplies
14.64
tance Of electing a congress in politi- west three miles, through the center rate in mills, .00025.
C. Romero, lumber for bridge
They expeet you to lend as they have given "everything
j
cal harmony with President McKin- of section six, Township three north
675.00
Schools, $6, R. Tenorio, sal sheriff
Maintenance Public
ley, and used very strongly the argu- of range seven east, and sections one 066.70; rate in mills, .0005.
550.00
as
above living necessities," to work, strive, sacrifice and save
y
sal
Salas,
Felic. Chaves
T
31.70 (every mo.nent ff every day to
ment that to do otherwise would give and two, Township
Annie Porter, stamps, etc.
three north, State Special:
the impression to the enemy that the range six east, N. M. P. M., was con
Cattle Indemnity, $2,508.71; rate R. L. Hitt, transcript; State
country was not with the president sidered by the board and approved.
16.70
vs. Simpson
in mills, .002.
and thereby make his task more dif550.00
Sheep Sanitary, $3,089.53; rate in R. Romero, sal co treas
October 8, 1918.
10.00
ficult. That argument was good
Jose Garza, interpreter fees
The Board met this morning at mills, .005.
46.45
then, and it is good now. It was nine o'clock pursuant to adjournment
R. L. Hitt, ptg etc.
or General County Funds:
16.33
used by Theodore Roosevelt in a num- taken yesterday.
sup'ls
S.
O.
Co.
off
mills,
Hutchinson
$3,336.68;
Same
rate
Court,
in
officers
ber of speeches. The Republicans present.
David Knapp, serv to O. Silver 75.00
00033.
As a part of their efforts to fight this war to a prompt and victorious
must be mighty hard up for camlu.uu conclusion,
Report of J. L. Lobb, justice of the
General County, $13,144.52; rate R. Tenorio, stamps
this advertisement is endorsed and paid for by
416.04
paign dope.
R. Tenorio, cxp shf off
peace at Willard, Precinct No. 6, was
mills, .00130.
42.00
presented and approved.
Wild Animal Bounty, $3,538.91; R. Tenorio, pris bd bill
T. B. Rapkoch, prem bond
Let's see ; was not President WilPetition of Joe J. Brazil lor reduc rate in mills, .00035.
25.00
probate judge
County Survey, $2,527.79; rate in
son a couple of years ago having a tion of taxes was read and approved.
110.10
C. L. Burt, exp co supt
The resignation of Simon Atencio mills, .00025.
hard time to keep this country out of
Judgment, $1,213.34; rate in muís, R. C. Thompson, trip to Estan- war with Mexico? And wasn't he be- as justice of the peace of precinct
10.00
ancia with C. Silver
ing berated and abused because he No. 5, runta, was presented and ac
00012.
County Special:
did not forthwith plunge the country cepted.
County Koad emergency, S4,U44- into such a war? And wasn't SenaThe reports of the sheritf and tne
tor Fall one of those who were trying clerk for the last three months were 47; rate in mills, .0004.
by every means in their power to examined and approved.
Interest and Sinking, rate in mills,
bring on such a war? What kind of
The resignation of S. N. Shirley as 0001.
EsCounty School, $56,622.55; rate in I
a fix would the country now be in if constable of precinct number 7,
President Wilson had had a congress tancia, was presented and accepted. mills .0056.
Following is for school
district
Board orders that the moneys de
of the same kind of advisers and suprived as interest on deposits in the special funds, with valuation of disporters as Senator Fall?
several banks of the county be placed trict, levy in mills, and amount, in
rder named:
J. N. Bush wants it understood in the general county fund.
The Board now appoints the lol- District No. 2, $85,823, .002 mills,
that he is still a candidate for assesselecto
persons
act
lowing
as
named
171.65.
or of Torrance county on the Old
Novemcoming
judges
for
the
District No. 4, $79,855, .003 mills,
tion
Republican
says
He
Original
Ticket.
227.56.
there will be such a ticket, standing ber, 1918, election:
1,
Tajique,
Cecilio
No.
Precinct
District No. 6, $1,010,259, 0004
principles,
for original Republican
and that the candidates thereon will Sanches, Clobis Sanches, J. M. Nor mills, $404.10.
District No. 7, $612,260, .004 mills,
be all good men, half of them na- wood; election to be held in the house
$2,449.04.
There are plenty of Republi- of Cecilio Sanches.
tives.
B.
No.
Torreón,
2,
Esau
District No. 8, $230,011, .0045
Precinct
by
the
cans who have been sickened
For all your wants. Our stock, regardless of critical conditions, is complete
thing called Republicanism in New Lopes, Juan Gallegos, C. A. Swartz; mills, $1,035.05.
.003
District No. 10, $809,789,
Mexico, who will be glad to see an or- election to be held in the hall of the
in all lines. Our Dress Goods Department is aglow with all the New Styles
mills, $2,429.37.
ganization standing for original Re- H. A. Society.
.0065
Luis
District No. 11, $124,343,
Precinct No. 3, Manzano,
publican principles.
and Patterns in Silks, Wool and Cotton and priced within reach of all.
Martinez, Cosme Candelaria, Cesarlo mills, $808.23.
District No. 13, $854,100, .0037
The soldier boys who have been Garcia; election to be held m the
line of Sweaters, Caps, Cap Sets, Hoods and Gloves for the entire
as a mark of
getting the News-Heral- d
good will of the paper, are asked to
family.
take notice that after one more issue,
Wc have recently received a full line of Flannel Shirts, HosieryGloves and
or two at the utmost, it cannot be
sent to them on those terms individUnderwear.
ually, on account of the ruling of
the War Industries Board. But we
DURING MONTH OF OCTOBER
li"camp
send
to
it
are permitted to
braries or huts or canteens of organiI will sell for cash the following goods
zations." We shall be very glad to
place the paper where it will be ac50 Suits Men's Underwear at $1.25
cessible to all the boys who want to
200 yards cotton flannel at 27c
read it, but to do so must have the adGingham at 22 c
dress of the camp library, hut or
canteen of organization where it will
Outing at 16c. Men's gloves, men's, woAs
be accessible, and when change
made to have the change of address
men's and children's hose, plates, cups and

GALL EOF! SOLDIERS

til

vaults;

's

x4M piipmr

Estancia Savings Bank

SOLDIERS

BUY LIBE RTY

FARMERS

E

BHDS

AND STQGKMENS DANK

.El

Estañe la Lumber Co.
FULL

For Thirty Days

DON'T FORGET OUR SATURDAY SPECIALS

promptly. Relatives and friends of
the boys who want to do a good turn
d
for the boys and the
can greatly assist to get this matter
adjusted and keep it straight.
News-Heral-

Lippard left Saturday
home after a week's stay here
ing after business.
M. L.

for
look-

Estancia Lumber Co.

saucers. See what we have.

HELLUMS
By J. M. TUTTLE

s

THE STORE THAT ALWAYS HAS WHAT YOU WANT

ESTANCIA

AN EPITOME OF
LATE LIVE NEWS
CONDENSED RECORD OP THE
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

FOREIGN

Reports show that Roulers and
Tnourout were destroyed by fire.
Prince Frederick Charles of Hesse
has been elected king of Finland by
the Finnish landtag.
A party of American editors, who
sailed Sept. 26 as the guests of the
ministry of information, have arrived
safely at a British port.
Navigation on the Yukon river has
closed for the winter. Every steamer
leaving Dawson Is crowded with Klondike residents bound outside.
Flight Lieut. Frits Rumey of the

NEWS-HERAL-

ARMISTICE PLEA

LATE

MARKET
QUOTATIONS
Vhimv

Nswapapa--

Union Nsws asrvles,

MAY BE REFUSED
AS

HOHENZOLLERNS
OB8ERVE
NO PRINCIPLE BUT FORCE

Pithy News Items
Gathered From AN Over

New Mexico

DBNVKR MARKET.
Western Newspaper Union News Service.
Cattle.
AND
Fat steers, gruuri, choice
East Las Vegas has girl messengers,
814.00O18.0e
to prima
Springer farmers report bumper
Pmt atears,
good
11.00 IS. 50
to choice
crop ot pinto beans.
Fat atears. (raaaars, fair to
FROM ALL
10.00Q 11.60 SUSPECT
sood
FOE OF TRICK Merino farmers are cutting their
.S0tf 10.26
futrara, prime
fourth crop of alfaifa.
60
German army, who claimed forty-fou- r
8. S0M
Cowi, fat, rood to choice..
1.60
7.50 0
The Deming cannery will turn out
fair to sood
air victories, has been killed, accord- Cows,
(.500
Cowa, medium to fair
300,000
cans of tomatoes.
SAYINGS,
6.00GÍ 0.60
Town, canners
DOINGS, ACHIEVE' ing to the Lokal Anxelger of Berlin.
7.80 LONDON BELIEVES REPLY IS IN
6.00
Work on new barracks at the State
A Berne dispatch to the Dally News Bulla
8.000118.00
MENT8, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
Vaal calves
College Is proceeding rapidly.
SINCERE AMERICANS ASKED
ssld it Is understood that the Turkish Feedera, sood to cholea.... 10.00011.2660
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
Faldera, fair to good
768
Fifty convicts will be placed at work
cabinet has fallen. The dispatch said Stockera,
TO WITHHOLD JUDGMENT.
good to choice... 8.S04J 8.60
road.
on the Mogollón-Magdalen.DOW
there is great excitement in Constan- Ktockera. talr to good
Stockera, medium to fair.. 7.000 7.76
Wsstsrn Nwapapr Union Nsws Ssrvle.
tinople.
While at work In the mine at Alli
Western Newspaper Union Newa Service.
son, Dan Allison was accidentally
ABOUT THE WAS
Writing in the London Daily News,
17.90018.00
killed.
Cunbral has fallen and the British Gen. Sir Frederick Maurice declared Good hogs
14.- - Whatever
Washington,
Oct.
miles of
ara now well to the east.
Contract let for twenty-on- e
that since the second battle of the Lamba,
J14.0015.00 promises Germany may make to the federal road at Tucumcari
fat
to cost
Marne the Germans have lost 200
The French hare captured Berry
lo.O0W13.OO
Lamba, feeders
can
United
allies,
they
and
States
her
.!6
Au-B- ac,
6.6O0
V02.14S.
the Paris war office an In prisoners and have suffered casual- Ewea
7.00 not serve as a basis for an armistice
Ewes,
5.000
canners
Announcement of the issuance of
nounces.
ties totaling 1,000,000 men.
18.00i 12.76 or for peace negotiations as long as
iearllnaa
pardon to Benito Lovato was made at
11.000 1Í.00
Vienna and Budapest newspapers in- Wethera
The Germans are evacuating the
system
the
of
Hohenzollerns
and
the
executive offices.
the
Chemln Des Dames under the con terpret the ministerial changes at Conend taraln Market.
government they represent remain in
(P. O.liar
11. Denver. Carload l'rlca.)
stantinople as preparation to surrenverging attacks south and west of It
hours
fires In forty-eigh- t
Three
Hay.
power, it was indicated in high offi time In Tucumcari in a week have re
ipiMa
The German lines behind Laon, be der. It Is reported that Turkey will
cial circles here Sunday. This, in ef- sulted In the Betting on foot of an In
tween the livers Serre and Slssonne, give a guarantee of her good faith by Colorado, upland, per ton. .123.00024.00
upland, per ton. si.vuir .o.v
nioranx
fect, Is expected to be the reply of vestigation by the authorities.
have been turned, making the German opening the Dardanelles.
Prairie hay, Colorado and
10.00OH.09
Nebraska ner Inn
situation In the Laon area most diffi
President Wilson to Germany's reply
In 1914 the population of France was Timothy,
Another Bernalillo county boy fig
ij.00W26.00
per ton
cult.
89,500,000, and at the beginning of the Alfalfa, per ton
to the President accepting the terniB ures In the casualty lists. He Is Gas- 10.00013.00
14.00026.00
Park, per ton
laid down by the latter. But the gov par Candelaria, 20 years old, of Los
On the River Meuse, northwest of war the excess of births over deaths South
00
Uunnlaon Valley, per ton.. 84. 006 Í5.
5.00 0 (.00 ernment asks the American people to Candelarias, who is reported wounded
Verdun, the Americans have cleared was about 50,000 annually. In 1916 the Straw, per ton
toGrain.
withhold their Judgment on Germany's severely.
out a little pocket In the direction of deaths In the civilian population
Oatn. Nebraska, lull ll,n.. huvinz.. .12-8note until President Wilson has
Slvry which has held them up a long taled 700,000, and in the military Corn chop, sacka. Belling
The Republican State Central Com
3.15
aelllng
in
Corn
aack,
1,100,000.
400,000,
ot
forces
a
ceived
official communication and has mittee elected George R. Craig, chair
total
time.
8.34
Gluten feed, sacked, selling
to
opportunity
had
consider
1.30
it.
BulIn
to
addition
man ; Col. Jose D. Sena, secretary ; W
the thousands of
Bran. Colo., oar 100 lba.. aelllng...
American troops, operating with the
The President has heretofore made G. Sargent, vice chairman, and W. D.
British on the front southeast of Cam garians made prisoner during the al- lIiiniraHan PatantKloar.
fin lhn.. nacked.
y
$6.14 It plain that thfeGerman spokesmen as Murray, treasurer.
lied advance in Serbia and Bulgaria,
aubject to discount.
oral, completed the capture of
sub48 lba., aackld,
Camp Cody, at Deming, has been
and St. Souplet, Field Mar 65,000 more have surrendered in ac- Hungarian,
8.67 at present odnstltuted cannot be
ject
to discount
trusted. There Is nothing in the quarantined for SpaniBh Influenza, ac
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HOW TO AVOID
BACKACHE AND

NERVOUSNESS
Told by Mrs. Lynch From
Own Experience.

"I

R. I.

Prarldenee,

was all rn

down in health, was nervous, had head- -

acnes, my unci
ached all tfia time.
I was tired and had

no ambition for anything. I had takes
a number of medicines which did tn
no good. One da
I read about Lydia,
E. Pinknam's Vegetable Compound and)
what it had dona for
women, so I triad
It My nervousness
and backache and
I gained la
headache disappeared.
weight and (eel fine so I can honestly
reeommend Lydia E. Finkham'a Vegetable Compound to any woman who
as I was. " Mrs. Adeline B.
Lynch. 100 Plain St, Providence, R. I.
Backache and nervousness are symptoms or nature's warnings, which Indicate a functional disturbance or at
unhealthy condition which often develops mtc a more serious ailment
Women in this condition should Dot.
continua to drag alone without help, but
profit by Mrs. Lynch s experience, and
try this famous root and herb remedy,
Lydia B Pinkham's Vegetable Compoundand for special advice write
E. Pinkham Msd.Co.. Lynn, Masa,

Soothe Your
Itching Skin
TvaaHatav.

Sample

iiuucura

A VL TairrDW&
Roan K OtntmamtVi
"fatU-ir- .
Dtp I, BtMtwm."

etch fne of

ALL PUPILS IN LIFE'S SCHOOL
Each Day Gives Opportunity to Lean
a New Lesson, Even Though
End Is Near,
Ws did not ask to be born and havs
onr names entered In the school of
life but here we ere willing or unwilling pupils, which Is It? Are we
learning life's lessons cheerfully, glad-!opttmlstlcslly ; or do we chafe and
fume and fret and worry7 There are-smany lessons and Ufe Is so short.
Every day our wonder Increases st
our Father's never-fallin- g
goodness;
st the discovery of new virtues and
powers In some life where they have-lnnbeen dormant, or In some
of this wonderful world that
we had long viewed with unseeing
eyes. We need hearing ears and seeing eyes If we wonld acquire knowledge In the school of life. We need
our hearts Godward every morning and say : "Lord make me teachable
today."
"My aged grandfather often said tome: "George, I learn something new
every day."
Ah ! Is not every day a
fresh age of life? Is It not half
of life to know that each
Is a door opening into a won
derful field where we have not yet
walked; where the flowers of knowl
edge bloom, and there are new tasks
swatting us and new lessons to be
learned T Exchange.
Secure.
A former sergeant, who had Just
been "busted" and who carried fresh.-Ihis mind memories of a court- martial, was lifted wounded from
at a field hospital In
France. He was grinning.
'Well," he said, "here's one strlpe-they can't take away from me."
Her Way.
Stella Are you saving moneyT
Bella Well, every day I think
more things I don't buy.

Whenthe

morniná cud is

unsatisfactory
suppose you moke

a change from
old-ti-

the

me

beverage to the

snppp

drink

cereal

INSTANT
POSTUM
.You'll be
surprised at its
cheering, satis-

fying qualities
delightful
Íapd
It's all
no
caffeine.

TryaTln

or
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NEWS-HERAL-

IMtaAa.

1 View in the ruins of Lens Just nfter the British recovered it; a large shell is seen exploding In the
2 Marshal Foeh and Klnfr Albert arranging for the opening of the drive In which the Nelglans drove
distance.
back the Huns. 3 General Berthelot. commander of the French forces operating north of Kelius.

NEWS REVIEW OF
THE GREAT WAR
Germany's Tricky Peace Move Is
Balked by President Wilson's
Diplomacy.
ARMIES

OPPOSE

ARMISTICE

Cambral Captured and Hunt Defensive Line Smashed, Compelling General Retreat Yanke SuccessBeirut
ful in Champagne
Occupied by the French.
By EDWARD W. PICKARD.

Prince Max of Baden, the new imperial chancellor of Germany, requesting President Wilson to arrange
tor an armistice and a subsequent discussion of pence terms, and stating
that Germany accepted the president's
14 points as a basis for the negotiations, evoked three separate and disPresident Wilson antinct replies.
swered that he could not suggest an
armistice while the German armies

vtere outside the boundaries of Germany, and then asked whether the
government
accepted
the
German
terms laid down by him and whether
Its object In entering discussions was
only to agree upon the practical details of their application : furthermore,
he wanted to know whether the chancellor was speaking merely for the
constituted authorities of the empire
who have so far conducted the wnr.
The people of all the allied nations,
soldiers and civilians alike, answered
Prince Max with a tremendous shout
of "Unconditional surrender."
Marshal Foch responded with one of
the most powerful attacks of the allied armies, capturing the Important
city of Cambra!, smashing a
breach through the Hlndenhurg
line, and forcing back the Germnn
armies all along the line from Verdun
to the sea.

m

Nearly all authorities agree that the
chancellor's proposal was Insincere;
that the request for an armistice was
made merely to give the military command a chance to reorganize the shattered armies, and that Prince Max
knew the suggestion for a peace conference, as he made It, would be rejected, giving him the opportunity to
say to the people of Germany : "I have
offered to end the war on the enemy's
The Gerown terms and he refuses.
man nation now mast unitedly fight
on."
At first there was some disappointment because President Wilson .did
rot reject the German proposal swiftly and bluntly, hut a little consideration has convinced almost everyone
that he evaded a trap and by his direct questions put the German diplomats In a position of the utmost difficulty.
At the same time he left the
door open for ultimate negotiations,
his 14
titer Germany has accepted
points and given full guarantees. As
lor the armistice, he did not agree to
that even were the German armies to
le withdrawn from all occupied territories, recognizing the fact that the
declaring of an armistice Is up to
the military commanders. The president's note was fully approved, proh-ibl- y
In advance, by the allied governments, and was given the highest
praise by the press In England and
Trance as well as America.
Any agreed cessation of fighting at
this time, short of the abject surren-ile- r
of the central powers, would bitterly disappoint the soldiers of the
allied armies and the people who are
backing them up. Foch's forces have
the Germans on the run, and If they
are permitted to follow up the Huna
on their retreat to the Meuse they will
destroy a large part of their effectiveness aad capture probably half of their
material. On the other hand an armistice would permit the Huns to retire
within their borders with their armlet
intact and prepared to maneuver effectively behind their shortened and powerfully fortified lines. Animated by
a spirit, not of vlndlctlveness, but of
retributive Justice, the men of the allied armies feel that do peace should

be granted Germany until her cities, with the French at Laucón. East of
her towns and her people have suf- the Meuse also the Americans were
fered some of the horrors of wnr that going forward, and, at the time of
her brutal soldiers have Inflicted on writing, these movements, as well as
Belgium, northern France and Serbia. those all along the Une, were still pro
of the gressing.
The absolute unrepentance
Kuns for their outrages is shown by
These operations .in France were
their action In looting and wantonly steadily crushing the great German
from
destroying the towns in France
salient whose apex .was near Laon,
which they are being driven and in and the French wew? maintaining a
their practice of carrying away with continuous pressure dn both sides of
them thousands of the helpless Inhabthnt city. They also were compelling
itants who are forced to work for the further retirement of the Huns
them like slaves. The formal warning who still remained south of the Alsne
of France that there would be retribu- between Neufchatel and Vouzleres,
tion for these shameful deeds has been
The American air service on the
disregarded, and If adequate punishfront of the First army clearly dem
ment Is not Inflicted there will he a onstrated its superiority during the
general feeling that Justice has mis- veek. Huge aggregations of bombing
es rrled.
planes continually flew over the en
emy front lines, communications, back
President Wilson and his confidential advisers, It is said, still believe mens and troop concentrations, doing
the German people will rise In revoIncalculable damage, while the pur
lution and oust the Hohenzollern crew, suit planes kept the air clear of Hun
Prince
and his inquiry as to whom'
machines.
Max represents is significant In that
a
The chancellor, In his
connection.
The Serbian army kept up the unrespeech to the relchstng, undertook mitting pursuit of the Austrlans In
rather feebly to demonstrate that re- Serbia as the Bulgarians withdrew
cent political changes actually had put from that country, or surrendered, acBefore
the people in power and that he was cording to their agreement.
But all that was the end of the week the Serbs were
their representative.
moving
ahead
looked on as bunk.
and
to
Nlsh
oulte close
The diplomatic situation resolved It- steadily.
To their west, In Albania,
govself down to this: The Germnn
the allied troops made considerable
ernment must either admit defeat and progress. The Italians took Elbassan
must
It
or
terms,
on
allied
surrender
after crushing determined resistance
confess that the chancellor was not by the Austrlnns, and then continued
acting In good faith. That Is the hole their advance northward.
In which President Wilson has placed
to
Prince Max and his associates.
The occupation of Beirut by French
IB,
marines only accentuated the troubles
The greatest blow delivered by the of Turkey. The cabinet resigned, af
allied armies last week was between ter a peace note was said to have been
Oambral and St. Quentln. There Field started on Its way to President Wil
Marshal Hnlg's tireless forces,
son, and Tewfik Pasha. It was reportby American divisions, tore a ed, would be the new grand vizier. His
strongest
e
of
through
gap
the
sympathies are rather with the allies,
Hindenhurg's
boasted defenses, cap- and there Is little doubt the sultan
turing dozens of villages and many himself would be mighty glad to get
thousands of prisoners and on Wednesout of the war on the best terms ob
day occupied the long and desLondon was convinced Tur
tainable.
Cambra!.
perately defended city of
key bad notified Germany it Intended
most
up
flight,
blew
In
full
Htins,
The
to make peace and that the kaiser
of Cambral and burned Rcaialn, Mar-rt- z tried to stave this off by the proposal
and many another beautiful town, of the chancellor.
hut the allies did not even stop to exAustria-Hungar- y
tinguish the flames. The enemy apwas In a condition
parently was attempting to reconstialmost of panic and was nervously
tute his lines back of the Selle awaiting the outcome of Prince Max
river from Le Cateau to Solesmes. so effort. Reports from Menna said th
Halg's troops, led by the cavalry, ministerial council had decided-- to In
pushed rapidly forward and the big troduce national autonomy "In order
guns followed so fast that they kept to make President Wilson's stipulation
Among the
the Huns always under fire. Only the an accomplished fact."
German machine gunners put up a credreoplc of the empire the movement to
itable defense, the riflemen who could proclaim the separation of Hungary
be overtaken generally surrendering
and Austria was making great head
willingly. Prisoners said the German way. Meanwhile the Bohemian lead
to
Valenciennes
to
was
retreat
plan
the
ers were conferring and preparing to
of their
line and then to the Meuse, and It was declare the Independence
evident the retirement of the German country and its separation from Austria-and, knowing the danarmies from France was well under
way. They will fight all the way back gers of such action, made their wills
course,
but
the and settled their personal affairs.
to their borders, of
conntry Is open and the tanks and cavalry of the allies will have dally InBoris, who has succeeded to the
creasing opportunity to do their part. throne of Bulgaria on the abdication
The Germans still have the strength of his father, Ferdinand, adheres to
to maintain a fairly orderly retreat, the terms of the surrender made by
and if the war Is ended by a military
his armies, and has ordered Germany
decision, it is admitted the Huns may and Austria to quit his country with
be able to postpone that Inevitable
in a month. Already the rail connecWhen they tion between Vienna and Constantino
event for many months.
bebe
do reach the Meuse they will
ple seems to be effectually broken,
,
hind powerful defenses, but the nature of those defenses is known to the
Three more "victories" by the murallied commanders, and so far as the derous German
are to be re
fortifications there are concerned, the corded. The Irish mall boat Lelnster,
congress
Immense sum Just asked of
the Japanese liner Hirano and thi
for American artillery may be taken American cargo steamship Ticonderogt
to Indicate the tremendous concentrawere torpedoed. The total loss of llf
tion of gunfire lhat will be used to was estimated at more than 900. In
batter them to pieces.
the case of the Tlconderoga about 230
were killed, most of them by shrapnel
to resist
While their comrades were helping
fire after the boat had ceas
as,
the British In the great drive In the
Cambral region, the American First
One painful result of the German
army was exceedingly busy west of peace offensive was the decided slow
doughmany
days
the
For
Meuse.
the
ing up of the campaign for the fourth
Presumably
because
boys battled their way through the
Liberty loan.
people thought
forest, and at the northern end many short-sighte- d
peace was at hand and the money
of It they went up against a concentration of Huns gathered for the de- would not be needed, subscriptions to
Pausing
line.
Krlemhllde
fense of the
the $6.000.000,000 loan were distress
to permit their artillery to pour a ingly slow In coming In. AH the sgenrecles engaged In the campaign
rain of shells on the German positions
for 19 hours, the Yanks advanced to doubled their efforts and the American
public was loudly warned that the
the attack Wednesday, and by a brilliant and swift advance broke through Hun peace talk must be disregarded
right
them
enemy
of
and the money must be raised. Unci
To
line.
the
the
other troops forced their way through Sam needs those six billions and he
will get them, and he will need and
the Cunel wood, and this made possible the storming of the Mame! trench will get much more. In all probability,
enbefore peace Is declared and the arm
of the Krlemhllde position. The
If the people re
gineers were advancing right along ies are disbanded.
with the Infantry, clearing the way fuse to lend tt government all ths
Important money It needs, at a good rate of in
through the entanglements.
heights south of the Marcq were cap- terest. It has other ways of getting
tured, and the Yankees Joined hands funds, and It will adopt them.

NO NEW NOTE IN
FALL MILLINERY
New York. Hiere Is nothing in mil-- !
llnery today upon which one run put
the finger and say that it is definitely
new. asserts a leading authority. In
looking over the collection, one feels
that a strong struggle goes on between
the fashion for trimmed hats and the
fashion for nntrlmmed ones.
At a meeting of all the milliners In
America, which was held in New York
ust spring, there was a loud clamor
for ornamentation In millinery. The
mere mention of it brought forth the
Hoses were declapping of hands.
sired, quills, feathers, fantasies, pieces
of fur and jeweled bandings In fact,
anything and everything that would
create something that has not existed
for a half decade.
The desire of the French for severity
and that of the Americans for ornamentation are shown, undoubtedly, in
the conflicting hats of tills autumn.
There is nothing that hus not been,
and yet there Is much that Is good and
acceptable.
Since there is no exclusive path of.

top, as though the cream were oozing
out.
There nre comic opera hats, but they
do not play the comedy role on a wom
an's head. They are quite attractive.
g
They nerd a veil, and a
one at that, for volls are back In fashmay
be the forerunners
ion nnd they
of gloves.
There are women who always wear
both, and there Is u large majority that
avoid both whenever fashion allows
the slightest loophole of escape. Even
the French forsook veils for four or
five years; but as the weather lust
winter demanded that they use every
raeaug of protection to their flesh and
blood, veils came back as a part of
costumery. They at once became ornamental and coquettish. They carried
their own collars with them, and they
sometimes seemed to curry the hut,
which they evidently considered mere
ly a trifle on which to rest their own
ornamental selves.
These are the veils that hold good
toduy. But it is quite probable Unit

Helpless as a Baby
Bent Like an Old Man and
Suffered Tembly-Quic- kly
Cured by Doan's.
Jno. Blenmke, Jr., 2353 Courtland
St., Chicago, 111., says: "I was
down with my back suffering from
lumbago. I walked like an old man.
My back pained
all bent over.
terribly and when I
moved my arms my
back hurt I finally
had to go to bed and
Just felt sick all over
and was helpless as a
baby. My kidneys acted toe frequently, the
secretions were scanty
l
Banda ad highly colored. I
bad terrible pains in the back of my
head and I felt drowsy ail the time.
I finally used Doan's Kidney Pills
and soon felt one hundred per cent
better. When I finished the onn
The
box I was entirely cured.
pains left my back and head and
my kidneys acted normally. I am
glad to recommend Doan's to other
kidney sufferers."
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DOAN'S ViZiV
URN

FOSTER-MIL-

Small Pill
Small Dose
Small Price

CO. BUFFALO. N. Y.
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Sk

FOR

CONSTIPATION
have stood the test of time.
Purely vegetable. Wonderfully
quick to banish biliousness,
headache, indigestion and to
clear up a bad complexion.
Genuine bears signature

PALE FACES
Generally Indicate
lack
of Iron la the Blood

Carter's Iron Pills
Will help this condldoa

DON'T KILL YOUR CATTLE
THE NEW HATS OBEY NO LAW, BUT SUIT ALL FACES.
fcJY DRENCHING
(1) Adapted Anzac hat made of black satin and turned up at one sida Salts and oil are DANGEROUS.
ostrich strands. Th collar Is Few cattle die of constipation; many of
with a huge shell puff made of Nattier-blu- e
made from squares of seal and beaver, which Is a new Idea. (2) Shrapnel PARALYSIS of the bowels. Give
effect in long ostrich flues of
willow
helmet of violet velvet, with sweeping
LAXOTONIC velvet, with
dry on the tongue. PoeJtlTcly
Mexican hat of sapphire-blublack and violet. (3)
prevente and overcomes both.
shirred crown and brim edged with a band of Russian squirrel. (4) Oblong
BxeeUen. for loee of appetite.
walking hat in imitation of the new service caps. It Is made of gray angora
AT OUR DEALERS
with a broad quill of Jet beads. With this goes a neckpiece of angora heavily
or Postpaid OO Oento,
embroidered In Jet
Bend for price .let of medicines.
ll)l(f
Consult DR. DAVID ROBERTS
animal .límente.
About
fashion in which all should walk If they will be discarded when the cold Information free. Get a FUE! copy of The Cam
they would be In the procession, there weather comes by those who will take Ifadr'f Wlta roil uuonnatiuu vu jumimb wMk
WaiifctifeVIa,
Is the more genial, broad highway, In up the two leading fashions that have 01. IMIB MIUTt 9ET. O IN 9nai Aft.
which all types are Jostled and min- been revived from two years ago: the
gled and call themselves in the fashion. funnel collar that envelopes the neck, n I
I
inquire for the
All the hats of the hour are on this the chin and the lobes of the ears, and
J. H.WILSON '
Break Tract I SADDLERY COh
broad highway, and that suits the the hat that envelopes the eyebrows, flWiltwIlrrer
DENVER
Guaranteed
the top of the ears and the upper part
majority.
name of
We bar ear loadaj m railroad
No matter what a woman chooses, of the eyelids. What in the
beALT ALT A natíos. Write or wire qnsnUtr,
some master designer back of all common sense can a veil do
e

11

im

she lias
her choice. To begin with fabrics, she
may keep loyal to velvet, or she may
dip Into the caprice of the moment as
It Is expressed by angora, braid or
even serge.
She may insist upon satin from now
until next April, and she may choose
It in any color that harmonizes or corresponds with her gown. She may feel
Inclined to avoid felt, for It is so little
in the picture.
As for ornamentation, she may adopt
it If she likes the idea. If she prefers
simplicity, she has three dozen or more
French hats at her disposal.
If she likes ostrich feathers, she may
Join in with the 'Arriets of London and
buy herself a big, thick, curled one,
place it on her head, and feel herself
as correctly plumed as was Henri
Quatre. She cannot buy paradise, because of a law that is greater than
that of fashion, but she has a plenteous supply of hackel, monkey fur or
goura to take Its place. She will also
find that shredded taffeta Is considered
as ornamental as dahlias on a turban,
and she will soon realize that toothbrush fringe can be used to flicker over
the surface of any hat, with good
results.
Question of Brims and Crowns.
Suppose she Is concerned about the
shape of her hat, and If she Isn't she
should at once take the lesson of first
aid to the Ignorant.
If her face demands a wide brim, let her choose that
shape, and she will find that each milliner has made at least three hats to

suit her fancy.
There are irregular brims ; there are
brims that slope upward on one side
and downward on the other, with the
perilous side tip of ad airplane when
the observer wishes to see what la
happening below.

tween these two?
Inspiration From th Anzaca.
We like to trace our present fash-Ion- s
to an Immediate inspiration, to
some fantastic or picturesque source
that Is a part and parcel of our present struggle for existence. It suits
our mood better than going back to
the dead and gone personages who
probably figure more gloriously In literature than they did In fact.
We hate caps on women. There la
something of undying coquetry in the
rolling, dashing, spirited headgear as
against the new street suit which is
flecked with an Insignia never before
exploited by women the stars of service, the insignia of rank, the colored
departmental bands.
The brims of hats, therefore, are cut
according to romance or shortened according to practical Ideas, but the
crowns are unusually high. The majority of American women have long
faces It is the racial stamp and to
d
such women a
hat Is
never becoming. The French wear It
well because they have slender, oval
faces, with pointed chins and delicately painted mouths ; but when one puts
the typical French bat of the hour
above the typical American face, with
Its lengthened line from high cheekbone to chin and the long clean-cu- t
line of the Jaw backward to the ear,
then the defects. If defects they are,
stand out In a rugged prominence that
Is far from attractive.
The average American face needs a
hat, no matter what the
brim. This Is a fundamental fact that
Is provoked by a continental demand ;
It has nothing to do with the phases
of fashion. We look our best In width
over the eyes, not height.
Each woman, therefore, must struggle wtth her own problem In this new
deluge bearing down upon us of high
crowns. Some of them are direct Imitations of coaching hats, and others
rise to a peak that no Chinaman ever
allowed In the turban opon which we
have patterned some of our new hats.
(Copyright, UlS. by McClura Newspaper

The milliners take It for granted
that every woman does not wish to
conceal the upper part of her face.
even though fashion has gone to the
most extreme limit In that line, so
there nre hats that roll straight away
from a tight headband and spread out
Syndicate.)
to astonishing proportions when they
An Inventor has combined a pencil
take the air. They are draped, or they
are made exactly like a nice thick holder, ruler, comb, envelop opener
cream puff, with a bunch of foolish or and nail file In a single compact
daring little feathers coming out of the

rloo.ealpaMnl.

Sellable.

Uem,liB,H

Golden Spoon Handicap.
"I presume this great artist once
starved in a hall bedroom, as most
men of genius are supposed to do early
In, their careers?"
"No. Strange to say, his people
were wealthy. I think he deserves all
the more credit for his achievements."
"Why so?"
"He won fame without ever missing;
a meal or having his trunk confiscated
landlady." Bird
by a
mingham
Red Cross Bag Bine makes the laundress
happy, makes clothes whiter than snow,
All good grocers. Adv.
A Lsnd of Mourning.
At dinner parties In France no flowseen on the dinner tables
now
ers are
and people never go arm-in-arThis custom of "no flowers" always
prevails among families In mourning,
and as long as French territory Is In
the hands of Invaders a "deull du
pays" will be observed. Londoa Express.

Important to Mothora

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, that famous old remedy
for Infants and children, and see that It
Bears the
Rlirnarnre of i
nu tnr fiver so Years- Children Cry for Fletcher'. Caatoris

t.

The Stages.

"What did they do wtth the Teasel T"
"First, they buoyed her up and then
they manned her."
As soon ss a man la elected to office
he begins to work for a second Domination.
Chinese are said to be taking to th
alcohol habit.

A Bad Cough

"r4 '
aettecu. "
Safeward nor aealtk. rabm year

a?

and soothe yow Irritated throat bs

PDSO1

Estancia

News-Heral- d

Pablished!eTery

SOLDIER LETTER

Thursday

i. A. CONSTANT.Editorand Owner.

The following is from a letter
written by Dean Maxwell to his
t7,
father, R. N. Maxwell. It is dated
August 29, in France.
"I arrived in France all O. K.
Subscription $i.50 per year in advance
Had a nice voyage, never saw anything (deleted by censor).
PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY
This is sure a pretty country.
We are billeted out like you have
read about, so we get to see lots of
DR. J. H. WIGGINS
the French people. We are all try
Physician and Surgeon
ing to learn to talk French now.
The people wear wooden shoes quite
Located in Dr. Mason's office.
RutarM as second class matter January 11,
lu thf postornce at Kstaneia. N. M., under
tue Aüt of Congress of M arch 3, 1907.

t

Village

Ordinance

No. 21.

All ordinance prohibiting the manufacturo,
naln. hnrtnr. itr irift, of iutnxicRtinc liulior.
Up tt ordained by the village council of the
Villano ot CBiancia

Section 1. That fiom and after the first day
of October IBIS do wrou, association or
ahull, within the villau of Estancia,
manufacture fur dhIh. barter or gift, auy ardent
spirits, ale. oeer,
wine or liquor oi auy
kind whatsoever containinir alcohol.
Section 2. That from and after the Brut day
of October, lítlí. no temou, association or corporation shall bring into the villano of Kstau-ci- a
any of the liquors or Iwveratres specified iu
from sale,
bo tioii one aud therein prohibited
ssociatíon or
barter or aift. mid no per mm,
corpontf ion, ahull, withiu the villano of Kntaii-cia- ,
sell, ive away, barter or keep for sale or
barter any of such liquors or bevar jigos, or of
fer any of such liquors for sale, barter, trade or
gift.
Sections. That no thins contained In this
orttiutince shall be held to apply to denatured
or wood ico hoi or rain alcohol when intended and used for medicinal, mechanical or
scientillc purposes only, or to wiue when intended and uted for sacramental purposes only.
Section 4. Auy person, association or cor
Deration convict d of a vinlat ion of any of the
provisions of this ordinance, shall be punished
s
by a Hue of not
than fifty ($M 00) dollars.
more than two hundred l$'J(K).00) dollars.and
stuill be imprisoued in the villano jail for not
(30)
days, uor more than nineless than thirty
ty. U0) days.
All ordinances and parts of ordi
Section
nances in ronllict herewith, are hereby repealed, and this ordinance shall be in full force
and etfect. on and aftr its passage and lenal
publication, beinn hereby declared an emergency ordinance on the Rrounritt of public need.
Parted and approved this the tilh day of October, ms.
.TOHM HEKKSHTRE. Mnvor.
:U
Attest: J. R. WASH, Villana Clerk. 10

?200,000) dollars, or so much
thereof as may be necessary for the
purpose oi paying lor the construe
tion and completion of said build
ing, said fund to be available upon
the sale of the bonds hereinafter
provided tor,
Sec. 4. For the ournose of urn
viding funds for the erection of said
addition to the Capitol
Building,
there is hereby authorized and ere
ated a bonded indebtedness of the
State of New Mexico in the sum of
two hundred thousand ($200,000)
dollars, and there
shall be issued
two nundred (200) bonds of the de
nomination
of one thousand ($1
000)
dollars each.
Said
bonds
shall bear interest
at the rate of
four and
per cent per an
num, wnicn said interest shall be
payable
in gold coin,
or its equivalent in lawful money of
the United States, on the first day
of July and the first day of January
of each year at the office of the
State Treasurer of the State of
New Mexico.
The principal of said
bonds shall be made payable to the
bearer in gold cdin, or its equivalent
in lawful
money of the United
States, thirty years after their date
and it shall be Drovided bv said
bonds that they may be redeemed at
tne option ot the state at any time
after ten years from their date. The
said bonds
shall state when and
where payable, rate of interest, and
when and where the interest shall be
payable, and shall be signed by the
Treasurer and Governor, and shall
be attested
by the Secretary of
state and Dear the seal of the state
and shall be known as the "Capitol
Addition
Building Bonds." The
faith and credit of the state is here
by pledged for the prompt navment
ot said Donds and the interest thereon as herein provided. If the state
shall elect to exercise its right to re
deem any of said bonds after ten
years from their date, and in ad
vanee ot maturity,
notice thereof
one-ha- lf

est fund, which shall bo used exclusively for such purpose, all the in
come derived Irom lands belonging
to the state which were granted to
the state by Act of Congress, entitled
"An Act to enable the people of New
Mexico to form a Constitution and
state government and be admitted
into the Union on an equal footing
approved
with the original states,
June 20th, 1910," "For Legislative,
executive and Judicial public buildings heretofore erected in said Territory, or to be hereafter erected in
the proposed states, and for the payment of the bonds heretofore or
hereafter issued therefor, "which said
income shall be applied toward the
liquidation of the interest on said
bonds, and to create a sinking fund
for payment of the principal thereof.
Sec. 9. To provide
for the payment of the interest on the bonds issued pursuant to this act there shall
be and there is hereby imposed and
levied during each year any of said
bonds shall be outstanding on all
property in the state subject to taxation for state purposes, an annual
tax sufficient to produce a sum
equal to one year's interest on all
such bonds then outstanding, less
the amount in the state treasury received by way of income, from the
land belonging to the state granted
by Act of Congress as stated in Section 8 hereof; and to provide a sinking fund for the payment of the
principal of said bonds the State
Treasurer shall retain and use for
such purpose all the proceeds derived from the sale of the land so
granted to the state for the purpose
in this act stated, which said proceeds, or so much thereof as may be
necessary, shall be applied exclusively towards the payment of the principal of the bonds authorized by this
act; and to further provide for a
sinking fund for the redemption of
said bonds there shall be and there is
hereby imposed and levied during
each year after any of said bonds
shall have run for ten years after the
date thereof, during each year any
said bonds are outstanding an an
nual tax on all property in the state
subject to taxation for state purpos- sulfieient in addition to moneys
derived from the sale of said lands
and held for such purpose,' to pay
the principal of the bonds at
maturity.
Sec. 10. That the taxes for the
payment of the interest and ultimate
redemption and payment of said
bonds, shall be levied and collected
at the same time and in the same
manner as other taxes are levied and
collected in the state for other purposes, which funds provided for the
redemption of said bonds shall be
kept separate in a fund for that purpose by the State Treasurer.

said commission
Sec. 12. The
shall have full power and authority
to do any and all acts deemed necessary and proper in and about the
construction of said building, the
determination, and adoption of plans
therefor and the arrangement thereof, and shall draw its voucher in the
proper form for the payment of all
indebtedness contracted in and about
said work and building on the State

Auditor, and the State Auditor shall
draw his warrant on the State Treasurer for the payment, and the State
Treasurer shall pay the same on presentation thereof out of the fundr
realized from the sale of said bonds
hereby authorized.
Sec. 13. The members of such
commission shall qualify by taking
the oath required by other state officers and shall hold their offices until the completion of said addition
for cause, by th
unless removed,
Governor, and in case any vacancy
commission, the
said
in
shall occur
Governor of the state shall fill such
vacancy in the same manner as othin state offices are
er vacancies
filled . When such building is completed the architect employed by
shall file with the
such commission
Secretary of State copies of the
plans and specifications for said
building; and 'when said building is
completed, it shall be inspected by
State Auditor and
the Governor,
State Treasurer, and if found to be
with the plans and
in accordance
specifications, it shall be accepted.
Sec. 14. This act shall be submitted to the people of the State of
New Mexico for their ratification at
the next general election fco be held
A. D.
in the month of November,
1918, and all ballots at said election
shall have printed thereon and at the
end thereof the words "For the Capitol Addition Bond Issue," and in a
separate line under the same, the
words "Against the Capitol Addition
Bond Issue." Opposite
said lines
there shall be a square in which the
voters may make or stamp a cross
to indicate whether they vote for or
against this act and said bond issue,
and those voting for this act and said
bond issue shall do so by placing a
cross in the square opposite the
words
"For the Capitol Addition
Bond
Issue," and those voting
against the said bond issue, shall do
so by placing a cross in the square
opposite the words "Against the Capitol Addition Bond Issue."
Sec. 15. The votes cast for and
against said bond issue shall be
counted, returned, canvassed and
declared in the same manner and
subject to the same rules as votes
cast for state officers, and, if it appears that this act shall have received a majority of all the votes
cast for and against it at such election aforesaid, then the same shall
go into effect upon publication of
the certificate of the Secretary ot
State declaring the result of the
vote thereof.
Sec. 16. It shall be the duty of the
Secretary of State to have this act
published once a week in one newspaper in each county, if one be published therein, throughout the state,
for four weeks next preceding the
general election to be held in the
month of November, A. D. 1918.
The cost of publication shall be paid
out of the interest on deposits funds,
in the hands of the State Treasurer.
Sec. 17. All acts and parts of
acts in conflict with the provisions
of this act are hereby repealed.

a bit.
You ought to see the trains over
Phone 9
Estancia, N. M.
here. The engines do not have cabs
nr
Estancia, N. M.
Santa Fe, N. M. or pilots, and the cars only about
fifteen feet long with four wheels,
EDWARD P. DA VIES
and coupled with chains.
N. D. MEi'ER
We spent a few days in England.
HTTORNEYS AT LAW It is an awfully pretty country, all
Estancia office in Farmers and Stock-men- a cultivated, hills and all, and divided
Bank Building.
off by stone walls into little patches.
The pastures are the prettiest I ever
The
saw in my life all bluegrass.
Dr. A. W.
At this writing the Estancia Board
From Tahoka, Tex.
houses all look like they were built of Education cannot say whether
next week or not.
a hundred years ago. There are no school will
like
new houses that look modern
Estancia, N. M.
Legal Notice.
All the
et me save your stock. Calls answer-da- y the houses in the U. S.
houses are built right out on the In the District Court within and for
or night. Phone 35.
the County of Torrance, and State of
street and they don't know what a
New Mexico.
Beatriz Chavez de Sanchez, U baldo I,
Torrance County Abstract Co. porch is.
Sanchez, Anita Sanchez de Romero,
like
The French people look more
A. R. POOL, Manager
Alicia Sanchez, Flora Sanchez and
the
the people in the U. S. than
ESTANCIA,
N. MEX. English. Some looked a whole lot Lilly Sanchez, Plaintiffs,
vs.
Ramon Cisneros, and Doloies Ballejos
Fifteen years experience as an Ab like the illustrations in Dickens.
de
his
Cisneros,
wife,
Btracter.
See us before placing your
if alive, and if
Everywhere we go the children
dead then against their or either of
orders. Satisfaction guaranteed.
beg for pennies. I never saw so
their unknown heirs; and against the
in
many little beggars, especially
unknown heirs of Trinidad R de
Jaramillo and Jose F. Jaramillo. both shall be
the cities and around the piers.
deceased; and against the unknown
The houses in France are nearly
heirs of the deceased Maximiliano i:v,0
p m,,T
i
Physician and Surgeon
cmcu,
all built of stone, while those
Luna; and against all unknown per-- 1
i
f
in-!
claiming
ce,s.slv
sons
o
any
right,
title
brick.
Office pmctim and
nearly
all
England are
ion. Treat inn
weeks
to
date
prior
of Eywa hihI Fir.f imr of (i'Httr-sa Specialty.
terest in or to the quarter section of for redemption,
All the hedges are full of blae
OHic-- at DruK Htore
and if a bond so
:
i.r,H
i. .k.
berries. We ate lots of them
MOUNTAIN AIR N. M.
this suit, adverse to the title of the called for redemption be not present
requested
at
ed
the
it shall
time
plaintiffs, Defendants.
til they stopped us from picking
cease to bear interest from and after
No. 900.
them, but we can buy them from
so
the date
fixed for redemption
SEKV1CE BY PUBLICATION
the children cheap.
Sec. 5.
Interest coupons shall
To all of the above named living Debe attached to the said bonds and
There seems to be very little
fendants:
coupons
shall be consecu
notice of the pendency the said
fruit on the trees in this part of th of Kindly take
this suit against each ard all of you tively numbered and shall specify
FRED H. AVERS
country. About the only thing we as above
set forth in said court, and the number of the bond to which
can buy here is wine and beer.
you are hereby notified, that the gen- they are attached, and shall be at
Attorney and Counselor at Law
I heard that (deleted by censor) eral objects of the action are to estab- tested Dy the lithographed or en
Office hoars 0 :3Q a m to 4 :30p in
quiet and set at rest the title of graved facsimile signature of the
bunch are close here. 1 will go lish,
the above named plaintiffs in and to State Treasurer.
ESTANCIA,
NEW MEXICO
over to see him the first chance
one hundred sixty (160) acres of land
Sec. 6. The
State Treasurer.
get.
situated in said county of Torrance and when the bonds
authorized by this
This is the first chance I have described as:
to be issued, shall have' been
act
Sec. 11. The said Capitol Build
E. Bwlnq
"The SouthweBt quarter of Secsigned, countersigned, endorsed and ing Addition shall be not less than
had to write, but I will write as oft
tion twenty five (25), Township
DENTIST
sealed
as
provided,
act
this
shall
two
in
stories high, not less than one
en as I can.
three (H) North of Range five (5)
same
to the highes: and hundred and fifty feet long and sev
ESTANCIA
NEW MEX.
East (SW, S. 25, T. 3 N , R. 5 sell the
It is getting dark, so I will have E.)
best bidder, for cash, upon sealed enty-fiv- e
feet wide, and shall be
according to the principal merito close. There is not much news
bids, at not less than par and ac erected at the south end of the pres
Office hours 9 a. m. to 5 p. m.
dian of the State of New Mexico,
crued
Everything
interest.
such
anyway.
Capitol
Building, and not more
Notice
of
can
ent
write,
containing
one
hundred sixty (160)
Office in Ayers building
proposed sale shall be given by the than fifty feet distant
therefrom,
acres of land "
censored by our company officers,
by
publication,
in and shall be so arranged that the
That the name of the plaintiffs' at- State Ireasurer,
PVT. ROBERT D. MAXWELL,
viting
proposals
a
sealed
at
torneys
story
thereon
light
&
of
the pres
is
second
in
liodey
Rodey,
the
and
their
W. DRAYTON WASSON
Co. A, 115th Engincers.A. E. F,
postoffice address is Albuquerque, New day and hour stated therein, which ent Capitol
Building shall not be
Mexico, and that unless you, the said said notice shall be published once a shut off, and such addition shall be
Attorney at Law
living defendants, enter your appear week for three weeks in some news- so arranged that it may be heated
ANNUAL RED CROSS ELECTION
ance
said caune on or before
7th paper published in the State of New from the heating plant
supplying
Please take notice that the annual day ofin November, A. D 1918, the
WilljsracticeinallCourtsof NewMexico
judgMexico, and a like notice published the present
Capitol
Building and
meeting of the Estancia Chapter of ment will tie rendered in Baid cause in some financial journal in the City such addition shall be connected
ESTANCIA
NfW MEX.
of New York; the last insertion of with the present Capitol Building
the American National Red Cross will against you by default.
JULIAN SALAS,
such notice shall be made not less on the ground floor by a passagebe held on Wednesday, October 23 (.Seal)
Clerk of said Court.
seven days before such dute so way properly constructed, according
than
1918, at 4 o'clock on said day at Re
By T. B. RAPKOCH,
fixed for such sale.
to the plans and specifications of
Also V on right hip,
Deputy.
Cross Room, for the election of an
Sec. 7. Seventv-fiv- e
(75) of said the architect, and said additon shall
cross nn right shoulDattd the 26th day of September. bonds
of this act has
The publication
Committee,
consideration
Executive
shall bear date the 30th day of be as near fireproof as it is possible been
der. XX on left hin.
1918.
ordered by me as Secretary of
to make it, and when completed shall
November, 1918,
and seventy-fiv- e
Ranre 6 miles north of and acting upon reports of com
accordance
in
with
Section 16
State
1 mili, west of Lucy.
(75) of said bonds shall bear date be occupied by the State Library,
mittees, transacting of such other
is more Catarrh in this section
Supreme Court and all offices of the same.
Notify Mr. S. Á. busines as may properly come before ofThere
the country than all other diseases the 31st day of May, 19 L9, ami fifty State
ANTONIO LUCERO,
(50) of said bonds shall bear date connected therewith, and the Attor
F.dmonds & Sons. the Chapter and amendment or sub' put together, and for years it was supSecretary of State.
Lucy. N. M., of any cattle with above stitution
to be incurable. Doctors prescribed December 31st, 191!).
All of said ney General.
Each member posed
of
local remedies, and by constantly falling bonds shall be sold at the same time
brands strayed from range.
of the Chapter is earnestly urged to to cure with local treatment, pronounced
and shall be issued and delivered at
be present. (Signed) C. H. Bennett, u incuraDie. catarrh is a local disease,
the times and in the amounts as
greatly Influenced by constitutional conSecretary.
specified in this act, and the proditions and therefore requires constitu
ceeds realized from the sale of said
tional iiv.iimenl. ball's Catarrh MAfll
BIG SALE.
manufactured by F. J. Chenev X bonds shall be turned over to the
Ernest Duke will have a sale Oct cine,
Co., Toledo. Ohio. Ib a constitutional
Treasurer to be kept by him
31, and sell live stock, implements remedy,
is taken Internally
acts State
On about OCTOBER 10th will be
in a separate fund for the purpose of
and household goods. Watch for thru the Blood on the Mucous and
Surfnpps
VVap-oYard
of the System. One Hundred DoPars re- the construction, furnishing, equipparticulars.
adv
ward
offered
any
for
is
case
that Hall's ping and completing said Capitol
All Kinds of Feed
catarrn Medl"ine fails to cure. Se.vl fni- - Building Addition.
OFF FOR WAR WORK
Land for Sale
and testimonials.
Chilili. N. M.
If you have something for him to do, please hold it until
Last Friday J. N. Bush took the circulars
Sec. 8. That to pay the interest
fc
CHKNEY
J.
CO.. Toledo, Ohio.
f.
Sold by liruKgists, 75c.
following men from Torrance county
his return from his country jnbs, nnd pH him. He can 3how
on said bonds as it shall become due,
Hall's Family i'llls for constipation.
to Vaughn, and from there started
the State
you the latest styles in WALL
Auditor and the State
Tennessee,
to
for Nashville,
Treasurer shall transfer to the inter
ESTANCIA LODGE NO. 28 them
work on Government production at CHAPTER 103, LAWS OF 1917,
I. O. O. F.
the CMd Hickory works.
From Estancia, J. H. Maxwell, Ed An Act authorizing the constructior
Mpets every Wednesday night over win Garvin, Clae
ot an addition to the Capital Build
Dellinger,
Earl
Farmers and Stockmens Bank.
All Saunders,
ing at Santa Fe, New Mexico
Louis
Cockrell,
J. R,
Odd Follows cordially invited to attend. Wash, D. H. Cowley, W. E. Cowley.
making an appropriation there
C W. Archer, Sec. N. D. Strong, N. G.
for and providing bonded indebt
From Moriarty, Travis Wallace.
edness for the payment of the
From Broncho, Luke Burns.
same, and to create a commission
From Lucy, A. B. Malonev. N. C
with authority to construct and
Foley, R. M. Rhoads, G. M. Gumfory,
complete such addition.
A. A. McOaniels.
for H. B. No. 56
While at Vaughn Mr. Bush re Committee Sub.
approved March 13, 1917.
ceived a telegram from the Govern
A(?ent for
Be
it enacted by the Legislature
mert saying that all of them who
worked 60 days would have the ex I the State of New Mexico:
Section 1. That for the purpose
penses of the trip refunded.
t constructing and completing an
The party left Vauirhn at 7 P. M.
One kills the Hun, the other kills his hope. And to kill his hope of victory
Capito
Saturday, going by way of Tucum addition to the present
can, Kansas City and St. Louis, to nuilding at Santa fe. New Mexico,
is
as essential right now as to kill his fighting hordes. For while
appoint
shall
the Governor
three
nick ur more men.
eputable citizens of New Mexico
The Dupont Powder Co. are superlasts the Wolf of Prussia will force his subject soldiers to the fighting
hope
intending the Old Hickory works for ot more than two of whom shall be
We have floated other loans, built a great fleet of ships, sent our men
long
line.
party,
to the same political
as a
liovernment for a dollar a year.
If you want all the news read the theMore
men are wanted for these commission, with full power and au
and
shown the kaiser's generals what American dash and grit can do.
across
Mr. Bush also has a call for thority to employ an architect, and
works.
carpenters to go to Phoenix, Arizona, to let contracts for the erection of
felt the sting of our bullets and the thrust of our bayonets. He
has
Hun
The
to work on a base hospital, and to such building to the lowest and best
begins to understand America Aroused to dread the weight of our arms
Kentucky, to work on officers train responsible bidder, upon thirty days
ing camp, and to Oregon to work in published notice, letting the same in
and energy. This is a crucial moment. Nothing can so smother the Hun
one entire contract,
or portion:
the shin yards.
thereof to different contractors, af
so blast his hopes, as a further message from a hundred million
morale,
in tne judgment ot the commission
DEBATE
Beginning on Monday, Oct. 28, at may be most advisable.
Freemen. "Our lives, our dollars, our ALL. These are in the fight for that
Church of Christ building, a debate
Sec. 2. It shall be unlawful foi
Liberty which was made sacred by the sacrifice of our forefathers."
between Iva Johnson, representing any membe-- - of such commission to
the Church of Christ, and U. W. become or be, directly or indirectly,
Campbell representing the Christian interested in any contract so let, or
church people.
to make any profit, directly or in- r irst Proposition, '.'Does the Scripirectly, out of any such contract;
This space contributed for the winning of the war by
tures Authorize
the Use of Instru or to furnish or supply, directly or
Worship?
Music
in the
mental
Johnuirectlv, any labor, material or oth
son denies, Campbell affirms.
er commodity used in and about comProposition, "Does the pleting any such contract or con
Second
Published every day in the year Scriptures
Teach that the Judgment tracts. The members of such com- Day is Past;'
Campbell affirms.
ission shall be paid their actual
Johnson denies.
and necessary expenses incurred by
Full Associated Press report
Come, let us reason together. This them in and about such work, but
life is too short, too uncertain, eterni shall receive no further, other or adty is too long to make a mistake on ditional compensation.
question that pertains to the life
any
One month
Sec. 3. There is hereby apropri- $ .70
after this. Respectfully, J. M.
ated out of the state treasury the
$7.50
One year, in advance
sum of two
hundred thousanr
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Veterinary Surgeon
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BAYONET AND BOND
BOTH KILL!

OILS

AND GHS

ALBUQUERQUE

MORNING
JOURNAL

Buy U. S. Government Bonds Fourth Liberty Loan

Farmers and Stockmens
Equity Exchánge

DIED.

Only Two Days
In which to square yourself with your patriotic duty. If you haven't bought those bonds
yet, DO IT NOW.
I make this suggestion to you because of my
desire to help win the war.

Miss Caroline DcHart died Sunday
morning at the home of Fred Kutch-i- n
in the Silverton neighborhood.
Funeral services were held at the
house conducted by Rev. Grant, and
the body was shipped to Dalhart, Tex
as, for burial.
Deceased had resided here for a
number of years, but returned to
Texas a year or two ago. She came
back here about a week before her

death.
Her mother arrived on the noon
train Sunday, a few hours after the
daughter died.
Miss DeHart was a fine young woman, and fought her fight of years
with the grim destroyer with patience
and fortitude.
Her death will be mourned by
many friends in this vicinity.
J"Phone orders given prompt attention
Mrs. J. W. Power, who formerly
lived at Lucy, died last Thursday or
Friday at Albuquerque from the efDr. Wiggins has so far recovered fect of burns sustained the same day
from his illness that he is again able in the explosion of a gasoline or oil
stove.
to attend his patients.
The particulars as far as we have
Don't fail to read the sale notice
Jay Cannon is crippled with a sore been able to learn, were that she
of L. C. Fix.
accifoot, from a bad gash which he
arose early in the morning before
Unfurnished rooms for rent. In- dentally inflicted with an ax.
daylight to do some service for a
quire at this office.
of the family who was ill,
Cards from J. R. Wash posted at member
Ben Young reports that his beans Kansas City and St. Louis show that and in lighting the stove caused the
on fall plowing yielded 250 pounds the trip of the party was going explosion.
The body was taken to Lucy ior
to the acre, and on spring plowing smoothly.
burial.
100 pounds.
Deputy Assessor Rousseau received
R. N. Maxwell has returned from
Candido Padilla, of Manzano, died
tax roll back from the state comSanta Fe. The doctor told him he the
mission
last Saturday, without a cor- Sunday at his home after an illness of
could take the starvation cure just as
a week.
about
rection.
well at home.
Funeral and burial occurred Mon
Will
property
in
trade
for
Estancia
Strayed in June, red, white or
day.
or bean land in the valley. Call and
cow, TH
mottle faced
Deceased was county clerk ot tms
on left side. Reward for recovery. see me. Sam N. Jenson, Estancia, county in territorial days, and was
New
adv
Mexico.
T. C. Haddox.
always a prominent Republican poliadv.
Mrs. Jas. McBride
returned last tician. He will be much missed in
J. W. Kooken fell off a load of
bran, Saturday, when the piled up week from a visit of several months political circles.
She
sacks slipped, and was pretty badly with her parents in Illinois.
Julian Sanchez died yesterday just
says the old home state looks mighty
bruised in the chest.
before noon, of pneumonia following
good.
The Marchant family have all been
He had been sick about
influenza.
Frederick J. Hart, of El Paso, asso- a week.
sick with influenza, but all have fairly recovered except the oldest boy, ciate director for a number of counbody was taken this morning
ties of what will be known as the to The
who still has fever.
Torreón for burial.
boys' and girls' "Earn and Give" asHe
a wife and two children,
leaves
Carl Sherwood has closed his gar- sociation,
was here Monday getting
age at Mountainair, on account of
youngest a babe just a few weeks
work going.
D. E. Ericksen was the
inability to get help. Forrest Mason his
old.
chairman for this county
was a son of Manuel
Deceased
has returned
and will work in the appointed
of this branch of work.
This is inyears back a promgarage here.
to interest the boys and girls Sanchez, somein Republican politics
tended
speculation
figure
has
been
much
There
inent
Juand once sheriff of the county.
about Raymond Epler's bride, be- in the United War Work activities.
Joe Romero
has returned from lian had been a helper in various
cause the Albuquerque Journal statschool
stay
to
Denver
while
homo
at
house
capacities
for
court
ed she was of Estancia. This was a
around the
is closed on account of influenza. several years, and at the time of his
acRaymond
became
mistake.
AlbuMabel
home
Miss
is
Hine
from
quainted with her in Phoenix, Arizodeath was holding the position of jail
er.
na, and at the time he returned here querque for the same reason.
We are glad to learn that Bruce
Besides the wife and children, his
she went to Roswell, going from there
to be married. She was a Salvation Clark, a Torrance county boy, son of father and one brother survive him.
live
Mrs.
F.
who
Mr.
R.
and
Clark
Army lassie.
west of Mcintosh, has been made a PRIZE WINNERS AT CLUB FAIRS
There will be a general moving
TUn... Viavn Kami two elnh fairs
lieutenant. He is now at
shortly. Dr. Wiggins will move his second
One
Camp Kearney helping to train oth- held in this county up to date.
office to the rear rooms in the Es- ers.
at Liberty School House, the otner at
tancia Savings Bank building, J. S.
was
taken
Much interest
Kelly and family will occupy the MaJ. W. Hubbard of Lucy was here Cedarvale.
a fViaoa faivo llV hnrh fVlfl! flllh IY1PTTby Dr. Tuesday on one of his infrequent bers and the citizens of the respective
son building now occupied
Wiggins' office as a dwelling,
and visits to Estancia. He had a very
Forrest Mason will move to the Kelly heavy rain in July, which he says commumues.
pyhihits
lVTnu fnrmpra hrnno-hwould have been sufficient to have
country home just east of town.
which added ereatlv to the exhibits
people want to made good crops and grass if it had of the club members.
The
comply to the utmost with the Gov- been divided into about four rains
Those who won prizes at these fairs
ernment request to conserve coal, and and spread out over a month of time. are as follows:
He found some grass that the cattle
to that end want to buy a considerLiberty School House:
rnnr-nable quantity of wood. If any of the missed and cut some hay.
Plnh VAna
N. D. Meyer has been appointed first prize, Bernice Anglin second,
patrons have wood to sell, we want to
buy it of them.
Want a load of county chairman for the United War Ruby entrance third.
chunks and a load of cookstove wood Work campaign drive, which will ocSewing Club Ina Mae Burns first,
Mr. Meyer will Annie Yarbrough second, Edna Bri- now, more later to suit convenience cur in November.
precinct
to
be
announce
ready
the
of seller.
gance third.
understand
Pig Club Owen Johnson (deceasClaud McClintock's family have chairmen shortly. We
y
Mrs. McClin-toc- k that we will be credited in this drive ed) first, Aubrey Burns second,
now about recovered.
already
money
contributed
the
with
Whitlow third.
was very sick for a few days. in
Knights
of
drive
recent
for
the
the
Yarbrough
Club
Mattie
Bean
Mr. McClintock's mother was sent
The new drive will be first, Yoht Anglin
Columbus.
Owen
second,
for from their ranch below Scholle, made
November 9th to 18th.
Johnson (deceased) third, Aubrey
but after a day or two she got a call
casnew
A
fifth.
Burns
considerable number of
Burns fourth, Carl
from home saying her son (the one
who had typhoid fever last fall) was es of grip have developed since our Cedarvale and Varney Districts:
Cooking
Club
Beulah
uelzer
dangerously ill, and she returned at report last week, but most of them
once.
Later This morning Mrs. are not severe. Of course we have first, Bernice Lively second, Thelma
McClintock is reported rather worse, not heard of all of them, but those Belzer third, Dorothy Mitchell fourth.
Bean Club Earl Eaton first,
is worse that have been reported are Barney
and one of the children
T.ivelv second. Frank Graham
Freilinger's baby, Mrs. Young, Mrs.
again.
Long, Miss McLester, Forrest Mason, third, Dempsie Ray fourth.
of the Moriarty Miss Norris, Mrs. Strong, a little
L. V. Holdredge
There were pig and sewing ciuds
He re- Rainbolt girl, Mrs. Forest
country was here Tuesday.
Mason, organized in this district, but neither
ports range and farm conditions in Mrs. Minerman.
The Freilinger ba- one had an exhibit.
his vicinity the worst he has seen in by is reported very bad this morning.
Owing to the influenza epidemic,
the' nine years since he came here.
fair at Mountainair will be postOn or about the first of November the
He has shipped out some stock, tradponed
until further notice.
a
to
make
required
to
be
going
we
are
figures
and
land,
that
ed some for
his 2,000 acres of land will not fur- sworn statement in which one of the
For Sale or Trade.
nish enough pasture to winter the items will be that we have no subFour room house in good live
more
who
books
are
on
the
to
plans
scribers
which
he
town of 1,200 population, in Ramothirty head of stock
winter. He has bought a carload of than three months in arrears. We na flltlnhnma. with electric litrhts and
hay to eke out. He says the farmers don't know just what they would do water in the house. Also one nearly
in that vicinity generally had very to us if we failed to make such an new Uverland
Koadster automoDiie.
light crops some of them nothing oath, but the most obvious penalty
PUBLIC SALE.
worth mentioning. Not many have would be the cutting off of the paper
I have sold my home and am leavthreshed their beans. George Mose-le- supply. We are trying to comply
who has threshed, has about strictly with the requirements of the ing the country, and will sell at aucadjoining Mcin3,000 pounds, and Arthur Doeling Government in every other respect, tion at my home
about 4,500. His tenants got prac- and hope our subscribers will help us tosh, commencing at 10 a. m., on
to comply in this particular.
TUESDAY, OCT. 22, 1918,
tically nothing.
the following described property:
LIVE STOCK
Two head of horses 1 good working brood mare, 1200 pounds; 1
mare.
12 head of cattle 5 good milch
cows, 3 yearling heifers, 1 yearling
steer, 2 heifer calves 6 months old, 1
bull calf 6 months old, 2 hogs. 2 Í6
dozen White Leghorn hens.
Very few Pinto Beans have been sold yet for the
IMPLEMENTS, HOUSEHOLD

A. T.COCHRAN

LOCAL ITEMS

t

News-Heral- d

Rrip-ane-

San-ke-

Reg-nnl- il

Bean Market

trade will not pay a premium for Pintos oyer Michigan
Navy Beans or California Pinks. Growers in Michigan
are selling new crop Navy Beans at $7.00 to $7.l0 cwt.,
and California growers selling pinks at $6.00 to $.625.

Today
Our market around $7.00 to the grower providing
beans can be delivered immediately.
is

Do Not Delay
If you are going to sell now, call on us at once for
we do not know how much longer our market will
stay this high.

THE TRINIDAD BEAN

8

ELEVATOR GO.

JOHN C. BIXLER. Manager,
MOUNTAINAIR,

NEW MEXICO

GOODS,

ETC.

all comStaude
plete, good as new, 1 platform scales.
1 riding lister, 1 walking lister, 1
sulky plow, 1 disc harrow, 1 potato planter.
2 stoves, 1 kitchen safe, 1 dining
table, 1 kitchencabinet, 6 chairs 2
wardrobes, 1 organ, 1 iron bedstead,
1 Aladdin
mantle lamp.
Also about 100 shocks of fodder
with corn on it; beanhulls and pota
toes.
TERMS: Five months time at 8
per cent on approved notes on sums
over $10; 5 per cent discount for
cash. Sums of 1U and under, casn.
No DroDertv to be removed until set
tled for. Red Cross Will serve
L. (J. MX.
lunch.
T. F. Mullen, Auctioneer.
Kelly,
S.
Clerk.
J.
Lost, cranking lever for auto.
adv
Leave at this office.
House
to rent, 1 Vi miles from
adv
town. D. D. Shaw.
1

Mrs. Romero is in Las Vegas and
Santa Fe on business.
Mrs. P. P. Pcllissero has fairly re

covered from the effects of the colts
kick in the face. She was in town
Saturday and had the stitches which
had been taken in the cuts, removeu

INFLUENZA
For sale, big work team, 1300
Closing Out Sale.
Dr. Wiggins tells us that there is pounds
each, pair mules, Ford
no reason for people to become panic
touring
car. nearly good as new;
New furniture going at a great
stricken over the prevailing epidemic
of "Spanish Influenza." It is the runabout Ford good as new.
same old grip that we have been ac- Will give time, on approved note. bargain. Come in. Valley Furquainted with for years.
It is called Also 10 head of good bullB. A.
catarrhal fever, la grippe (the French J. Green.
niture Co.
name), influenza, etc., and has been
common under one name or another
no doubt as long as the human family
-has existed.
STRENGTH
SERVICE
It is a characteristic of
this disease that it sometimes
preWe
Capital
combined
have
and Surplus $35,000.00, the largest in Torvails in an epidemic form, as at present. The thing to do when you feel
rance County. We are a member of the
symptoms of the trouble is to go
FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
to bed, take a good stiff purgative and be careful of yourself
Which gives to ourselves and our CUSTOMERS that sound and secure
until fully recovered. The severfeeling, so much desired during these abnormal months. You are conity of the case will determine whethtributing to the success of the Great United States Banking System,
er you should have a doctor. But
when you bank with us,

-

order to prevent spreading the

in

trouble you should STAY AT HOME.
And if you haven't got it in the
family, to prevent getting it, KEEP
ReTHE CHILDREN AT HOME.
member that it is communicated by
coming close to one who is throwing
off the germs by coughing or sneezing, or by being in a confined room
with a person
suffering with the
A person who has the troutrouble.
ble should at all times, when coughing or sneexing cover the mouth with
a handkerchief.
Again, sick or well,
keep the children at home. Children
are the most prolific spreaders of this
disease.
Dr. Amble, county health officer,
tells us this is not a quarantinable
disease, but that people who think
they have it should at once report to
local physician, so that others may
be informed and prevent spread.
All schools will be closed and public

gatherings forbidden

until the

ease has subsided.
H. L.

Texas.

Jackson has gone back
Ho left Monday.

MOUNTAINAIR STATE BANK
MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE

A CLEAN TOOTH
NEVER DECAYS
Try Our 2th Paste

dis-

Estancia Drug Company

to

Closing Out Sale.
Koine at agrpat
bargain. Corns in. Valley Fur
niture Co.
New

furniture

Slaughter Sale

For sale, two lots in Estancia.
Tajique.

-- Wm. Dow,

For ealp, collapsible rp d go- cart. Cull at Garvin's office.
liYir RaU fhejin. hfrirfl movinir
my mil!, a large lot of lumber,
dry slabs, and a number of housCome quick and get bar
es.
gains.

A

B.

McKinley,

Prices are, being slaughtered on everything
in the store. Here is your chance to get bargains. Come in and see the many bargains
we are offering.

just

west of flowine well, between
Manzano and Torreón

Romero's Store

Lots At Reduced Prices.
I will sell lots in my addition to
Estancia at greatly reduced
prices. Anyone interested, write
lesher, Durham. UKia.
E. A

For Sale, yeaning and twoHereford Bulls -- The
Titsworth Company, Capitán, N.

Our Line

-

year-ol-

d

is

Complete

M.

FOR TRADE
I will trade part or all of my ranch
of 1,200 acres of land near Tajique,
or can trade a ranch of 120 acres 9
miles west of Estancia, for good
young stock. Can include a few
hundred bushels of corn, work stock
W. E. Cawlfield.
and implements.

In Groceries, Flour and Feed. Also Dry
Come
Goods, and the prices are right.
in and look our line over before you buy.

Closing Out Sale.
New furniture goinar at a great
bargain. Come in. Valley Furniture Co.

KEMP BROS.

oil stove
Good
nearly new, with good
i neo
oven, tor saie.
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WOMAN.

Cur terms will be strictly

Dt vou know that

a beautiful wo
digestion?
If
man always hs
your digestion is faulty, eat lightly of
meats, and take an occasional dose of
Tablets to strengthen
Chamberlain's
adv
your digeHtion Price 25c.

a good

CASH
ESTANCIA AUTO CO.
Repairs, Parts and Supplies

STAND ALONE
Terrible Suffering From Headache,
Sideache, Br.:kache, and Weakness, Relieved by Cardui,
Says Thi Texas Lady.
Mrs. Minnie Phil-p- t
Gonzales, Tex.
oí this place, writes: "Five yea
ago I was taken with a pain In my
left side. It was right under my
left rib. It would commence with an
aching and extend up Into my left
Bhoulder and on down Into my back.
By that time the pain would be bo
severe I would have to take to bed,
and Buffered usually about three days
...I Buffered this way for three years,
and got to be a mere skeleton and was
so weak I could hardly stand alone.
Was not able to go anywhere and had
to let my house work go... I suffered
awful with a pain in my back and I
had the headache all the time. I just
was unable to do a thin?. My Ufe
was a mlserj', my stomach got in an
awful condition, caused from taking
so much medicino. I suffered bo much
pain. I had just about given up all
hopes of our getting anything to help
me.
One day a Birthday Almanac was
thrown In my yard. After reading
Its testimonials I decided to try Cardui, and am bo thankful that I did,
for I began to improve when on the
second bottle... I am now a well
woman and feeling fine and the cure
hag been permanent for It has been
two years since my awful bad health.
I will always praise and recommend
B 78
Cardui." Try Curdui today.
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Strong Bank's Friendship

Has bwD ttie saving factor in ninny a mail's business career.
Such friendships are not, t,,nued in a day. howeyer. they require tha ripening
influence if time.
Make this bank your frim.l ami .illy now. then when the crucial point arriTes
in your business, it will know yon and . our hist .ry well enough to liive assistance.
1 his truth is a important atul useful to the iD.liviiinal as to the business man.
banking
Call in ami we Kill ho alad to explain at any tuno the advantago in a
counoction.

We pay 5 per cent on Time deposits.

Torrance County Savings Bank
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Wiilard, New .Mexico

"The Bank ol Personal Services"

$

Neal Jenson

U. S. Commissioner
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Business of all Kinds Transacted
anrl nffif-Fire. Life. Accident and Health Insurance.
Legal Papers Drawn and Acknow
Residences and
ledged
Farms for Rent.
e

Estancia,New Mexico
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NEWS-HERAL-

its passage to the hall.

Then a Burly
expressman
shouldered It Into bis
wagon and drove away.
A few minutes after that BIU came
In and took a seat facing her.
"What are you going to do. Hazel?'
he asked soberly.
"Nothing," she curtly replied.
"Are you going to sit down and fold
your hands and let our air castles come
tumbling about our ears, without mak
ing the least effort to prevent?" he
continued gently. "Seems to me that's
SINCLAIR
BY
not
like yon at alL I never thought
I
lili
(Copyright: Little. Brown & Co.)
you were a quitter."
"I'm not a quitter," she flung back
Ton resentfully. "I refuse to be brow
cursed silence and loneliness.
ventional scars of a
CHAPTER XV Continued.
beaten,
appears to
fight. For a moment Hazel found her- made this trouble here, not L I wont be only that's all. There
14
ono choice to follow you like
He rolled away In his car, and Hazel self believing the Herald story a pure go back to Pine river, or the Klappan. a lamb. And
I'm not lamblike. I'd
watched him from the window, a trifle canard. But as he walked across the I won't I tell you 1"
say that you are the quitter. Ton
puzzled. She recalled Bill's remark room ber searching gaze discovered
Bill stared at ber moodily for a sec have stirred up
all this trouble here
at luncheon. In the light of Brooks' that the knuckles of both his hands ond.
between us. Now you're running away
explanation,
she could see nothing were bruised and bloody, the skin bro
"Just as you please," he said quietly. from
That's bow It looks to me.
wrong. On the other hand, she knew ken. She picked up the paper.
He walked into the spare bedroom. Go enIt
I
I can get along."
Rill Wagstaff was not prone to Jump
"Is this true?" she asked tremulons- - Huzel beard the door "Close gently be
"I dare say you can," be comment
at rash conclusions. If he objected to ly, pointing to the offending headlines. hind him, heard the soft click of a
"Substantially correct," be answered well-oile- d
lock. Then she slumped, ed wearily. "Most of us can muddle
certain manipulations of the Free Gold
along
somehow, no matter what hapAlining company, his objection was coolly.
gasping, in the wide-arme- d
chair by
"Bill, how could you?" she cried. the window, and the hot tears came in pens. But It seems a pity, little perlikely to. be based on substantial
son. We had all the chance In the
Brawling In a blinding flood.
grounds. At any rate, she hoped noth- "It's simply disgraceful.
public like any saloon loafer, and get
They exchanged only bare civilities world. You've developed an abnormal
ing disagreeable would come of It
So she put the whole matter out of ting In Jail and all. Haven't you any at the breakfast table, and BUI at once streak lately. If you'd Just break
went downtown. When he was gone, away and come hack with me. You
her mind.
She dressed, and went consideration for me any pride?"
y
"Tes," be said deliberately. "I have. Hazel fidgeted uneasily about the don't know what good medicine those
about her own affairs.
old woods are. Won't you try it a
Dinner time was drawing close when Pride In my word as a man. A sort rooms.
When six o'clock brought BUI home, while?"
she returned home. She sat down by of pride that won't allow any bunch
"I am not by nature fitted to lead
crooks to make me a she was coldly disapproving of him
a window that overlooked the street of
to watch for Bill. Six passed. The party to any dirty deal. I don't pro- and his affairs In their entirety, and at the hermit existence," she returned
sarcastically.
half-bochime struck on the mantel pose to get the worst of It In that way. no pains to hide her feelings. He folAnd even while her lips were utterclock. Hazel grew impatient, petu- I won't allow myself to be tarred with lowed her Into the living room when
aggrieved.
lant,
the uncomfortable meal uncomfort- ing these various unworthy little bitDinner would be their stick."
served in twenty minutes. Still there
"But they're not trying to give yon able by reason of the surcharged at- ternesses she inwardly wondered at
her own words. It was not what she
was no sign of him. And for lack of the worst of It," she burst out Visions mosphere was at an end.
"Let's get down to bed rock. Hazel,"
other occupation she went into the hall of utter humiliation arose to confront
and got the evening paper, which the and madden her. "You've Insulted and he said gently. "Doesn't It seem rather
abused our best friends to say noth- foolish to let a bundle of outside
carrier bad Just delivered.
A startling . headline on the front ing of giving us all the benefit of news- troubles set np so much friction between us two? I don't want to stir
page stiffened her to scandalized atten paper scandal. We'll be notorious I"
"Best friends T God save the mark 1" anything np; I don't want to quarrel.
tion. Straight across the tops of two
be snorted contemptuously. "Our best But I can't stand this coldness and recolumns It ran, a facetious caption
friends, as you please to call them, are proach from you."
WILLIAM WAG8TAFF IS A BEAR
crooks, thieves and liars. They're rot"I don't care to discuss It at all,"
ten. They stink with their moral rot- she flared up. Tve heard nothing
tender that the subhead:
tenness.
And they have the gall to else all day but this miserable mining
Husky Mining; Man Tumbles Prices and call It good business."
business and your ruffianly method of
Brokers, whips Four Men In Broad
because
their business meth- settling a dispute. I'd rather not talk
"Just
Street Office. Slug Another on
your
agree
peculiar
ods
with
don't
about It"
Change. His Mighty Fists SubIdeas Is no reason why you should call
due Society's Finest. Finally
"But we must talk about It" be perLands In Jail.
names," she flared. "Mr. Brooks called sisted patiently. "You can't get to the
you
after
left at noon. He told bottom of anything without more or
The body of the article Hazel read Just
me something about this, and assured less talk."
in what a sob sister would describe me
you would find yourself misthat
"Talk to yourself, then," she retortas a state of mingled emotions.
taken If you'd only take pains to think ed ungraciously.
And with that she
William Wagstaff Is a mining gentleman it over. I don't believe such men as ran out of the room.
Colum-1
stoop
anything
to
they are would
from the northern wilds of British
But she had forgotten or underestibla. He la a big man, a natural-bor- n
crooked."
mated the catlike quickness of ber
tighter. To nrove this he inflicted a black
came
It
around
Brooks
to
"So
talk
man. He caught her in the doorway,
eye and a split Hp on Paul Lo rimer, a
broken nose and sundry bruises on James over with you, eh?" Bill sneered. "Told and the grip of his fingers on ber arm Standing With His Hand on the Knob,
U Brooks. Also Allen T. Bray and Ed you It was all on the square, did he? brought a cry of pain.
He Turned.
ward Ourney Parkinson suffered certain Explained It all very plausibly, I sup"Forgive me. I didn't mean to would
contusions In the melee. The fracas oc pose. Probably suggested that you try
not at all what she
said,
have
curred In the office of the Free Gold Min
hurt," he said contritely. "Be a good
ing Company, 1664 Bread street, at 8:30 smoothing me down, too. It would girl, Hazel, and let's get our feet on was half minded to say. But a devil
of perverseness spurred ber. She was
this afternoon. While hammering the be like 'em."
earth again. Sit down and put your full of protest against
brokers a police officer arrived on the
everything.
"He did explain about this stock-sellin- g arm
scene and Wagstaff was duly escorted to
around my neck and be my pal,
defenreplied
business,"
Hazel
"I wish we'd bad a baby," BUI murthe city bastlle. Prior to the general engot
yon
no
We've
be.
to
used
like
counter in the Broad street office Wag-sta- ff sively. "And I can't see why you find
mured softly. "You'd be different
walked Into the Stock Exchange, and It necessary to make a fuss, I don't business nursing any crime. I've only You'd have something to live for bestood for a square deal. Come on; sides
made statements about the Free Gold Min- see where the cheating and crookedthis frothy, neurotic existence
ing Company which set all the brokers by
bury the hatchet, little person."
that has poisoned you against the
the ears. Lonmer was on tne noor, ana ness comes In. Everybody who buys
"Let me go," she sobbed, struggling good,
received his discolored ontlo there.
stock gets their money's worth, don't
clean, healthy way of Ufe. I
you I"
A reporter was present when Wagstaff they? But I don't care anything about to be free. "I
have
walked on tne noor or tne stocK Ex- your old mining deal. It's this fighting
"Please, little person. I can't eat wish we'd bad a kiddle. We'd now;
a fighting chance for happiness
change. He strode up to the post where
more
once
or
twice."
pie
than
humble
quarreling
with
people
and
who are
Lorimer was transacting business.
us sane, something
"Let me go," she panted. "I don't something to keep
"I serve notice on you tight now." he not used to that sort of brute action
outside of our own ego to Influence
said loudly and angrily, "that If you sell and the horrid things they'll say and want you to touch me."
another dollar's worth of Free Gold stock, think about us."
"Listen to me," he said sternly. us."
I'll put you out of business."
"Thank God there Isn't one I" she
"About you, yon mean as the wife "I've stood about all of your nonsense
Lorlmer appeared to lose his temper.
Bom word was passed which further Inof such a boor that's what's rubbing I'm able to stand, I've had to fight a muttered.
"Ah, well," BUI sighed, "I guess
censed Wagstaff. He smote the broker you raw," Bill flung out passionately.
pack of business wolves to keep them
use. I guess we can't get
and the broker smote the floor. Wag-stafYou re acquiring the class psychology from picking my carcass, and, what's there is no
punch would do credit to a chamtogether on anything. There doesn't
pion pugilist, from the execution It good and fast. Did yon ever think of more important to me, to keep them
any
between
wrought. He Immediately left the Stock anybody bat yourself?
The petty-larcen- y from banding a raw deal to five men seem to be
any longer."
Exchange, and not long afterward Broad
incident of my knocking down who wallowed through snow and frost us He
street was electrified by sounds of combat two
door.
walked
to
rose
and
the
or three men end being under ar- and all kinds of hardship to make
In the Free Gold office. It Is conceded
had the situation and his rest aa much as thirty minutes looms these sharks a fortune. I've got down With his hand on the knob, he turned.
that Wagstaff
"I have fixed things at the bank for
three opponents well in hand when the up before you as the ntter depths of to their level and fought them with
cop arrived.
disgrace.
Disgrace to yout It's all their own weapons and the thing is you," he said abruptly.
None of the men concerned would disI said last night I'd be Then he walked out without waitcuss the matter. From the remarks drop- yon you I How do you suppose It settled.
ped by Wagstaff, however, it appears that strikes me to have my wife take sides through here Inside a week.
I'm ing for an answer.
the policy of marketing Free Gold stock
She beard the soft whir of the elewas Inaugurated without his knowledge or against me on snap Judgment like through now through here. I have vator.
A minute later she saw him on
that? It shows a heap of faith and business In the Klappan; to complete
consent
He had an overcoat on
Be that aa It mar. all sorts of rumors trust and loyalty, doesn't It? Ob, it this thing I've set my hand to. Then the sidewalk.
are In circulation, and Free Gold stock, makes me real proud and glad of my I'm going to the ranch and try to get his arm, a suitcase In his hand. She
which has been sold during the past week
the bad taste out of my mouth. I'm saw blm lift a finger to bait a passas high aa a dollar forty, found few tak- mate. It does."
ers at par when Change closed. There
If you'd explain," Hazel began hes going tomorrow. I've no desire or In- ing car.
has been a considerable speculative move- itatingly. She was thoroughly startled tention to coerce you. You're my wife,
It seemed incredible that be should
ment In the stock, and the speculators
are beginning to wonder If there la a at the smoldering wrath that flared out and your place Is with me. If you care go like that. Surely he would come
In this speech of his.
anything about me. And I want yon. back at noon or at dinner time. She
screw loose In the company affairs.
Wagstaff'a case will come up tomorrow
'I'll explain nothing," Bill flashed You know that, don't yon? I wouldn't had always felt that under his gentleforenoon.
A charge of disturbing the stormlly.
stage
of
the
"Not
be begging you like this If I didn't ness there was Iron. But deep in her
this
at
peace waa placed against him. ' He gave
I'm I haven't changed, nor had my eyes heart she bad never believed him so
a cash bond and was at once released. game. I'm through explaining.
When the heartns; comea some of the going to act. I refuse to be raked over dazzled by any false gods. But It's Implacable of purpose where she was
parties to the affair may perchance diup to you. I don't bluff. I'm going. concerned.
vulge what lay at the bottom of the row.
ana ir I nave to go without you I
She waited wearily, stirring with
Any one within the power of the court
won't come back. Think it over, and nervous restlessness from room to
to impose Is a mere bagatelle, compared
to the distinction of scientifically manyourself honestly If it's worth room.
ask
Just
handling four of society's finest In one
while."
Luncheon passed.
The afternoon
afternoon. Aa one bystander remarked In
He drew her np close to him and dragged by to a close. Dusk fell.
the classic phraseology of the street:
"WagstafTs a bear!"
d
anger-flushekissed ber on one
cheek, And when the night wrapped Gran
The brokers concerned might consider
and then, as he had done the night be- ville in Its velvet mantle, and the street
this to have a double meaning.
fore, walked straight away to the bed- lights blinked away in shining rows,
room and closed the door behind him. she cowered, sobbing, In the big chair
Hazel dropped the paper, mortified
Hazel slept little that night. A hor by the window.
and wrathful. The city Jail seemed
rid weight seemed to rest suffocatingthe very Pit Itself to her. And the
He was gone.
upon her. More than once she had
ly
eyebrows
of
publicity,
lurid
Gone, without even saying good-by- !
the lifted
an Impulse to creep In there where
her friends, maddened her In prospect.
Bill lay and forget It all In the sweep
Plain street brawling, such aa one
CHAPTER XVII.
might expect from a cabman or a taxi
of that strong arm. But she choked
hus-hand.
angrily.
Impulse
would
She
back the
mahout, not from a man like her
A Letter From BUI.
not forgive him. He had made her
She involuntarily assigned the
All through the long night she lay
suffer.
she awake, struggling with the Incredible
For his
Mame to him. Not for the canse the
canse was of no Importance whatever
wonld make him suffer In kind. At fact that BIU had left ber; trying to
to her but for the act Itself. Their
least she would not crawl to him beg- absolve herself from blame ; flaring up
ging forgiveness.
best friends t She could hardly realize
in anger at his unyielding attitude,
When sunrise laid a yellow beam, even while she was sorely conscious
It Jtmmie Brooks, Jovial Jlmmle, with1
a broken nose and sundry bruises
all full of dancing notes, across1 her that she herself had been stubbornly
And Panl Lorlmer, distinguished Paul,
bed, she heard Bill stir, heard blm unvlelding. If he had truly loved her,
who bad the courtly bearing which
moving about the apartment with rest- she reiterated, he would never have
was the despair of his fellows, and the
less steps. After a time she also made It an Issue between them. But
manner of a dosen generations of culheard the unmistakable sound of a that was Uke a man to insist on his
ture wherewith to charm the women "I Won't Go Back te Pine River or the trunk Ud thrown back, and the move- own desires being made paramount;
I
Klappan.
I
Tell
Wont,
Youl"
of hi acquaintance. He with a black
ments of blm as he gathered his to blunder on headlong, no matter
eye and
split lipl So the paper the coals like a naughty child, and clothes so she surmised. But she did what antagonisms be aroused. And
stated. It waa vulgar. Brutal I The then asked to tell why I did It I'm not rise till the maid rapped on ber he was completely In the wrong, she
act of a cave man.
right and when I know I'm right I'll door with the eight o'clock salutation: reasserted.
She waa on the verge of tears.
go the limit I'm going to take the
"Breakfast ma'am."
She recapitulated It all. Through
And Just at that moment the door kinks out of this Free Gold deal inside
They made a pretense of eating. the winter be had consistently withopened, and In walked Bill.
of forty-eigchair in the living drawn into bis shell. For ber friends
hours. Then I'm through Hazel sought
with Granville. Hereafter I intend to room. A book lay open In ber lap. and fer most of her pleasures be had
CHAPTER XVI.
fight shy of a breed of dogs who lose But the print ran Into blurred Unes. at best exhibited only tolerance. And
every sense of aqnare dealing when She could not follow the sense of the he bad ended by outraging both them
The Note Discordant,
there la a bunch of money In sight I words.
An Incessant turmoil of and her, and on top of that demanded
Bill bad divested himself of the shall be ready to leave here within a thought harassed her.
BIU passed that she turn her back at twenty-fou- r
scowl. He smiled af a man who had week. And I want yon to be ready, through the room once or twice. De- hours' notice, on Granville and all Its
solved some knotty problem to his en- too."
terminedly she Ignored blm. The final associations and follow him Into a wiltire satisfaction. Moreover, be bore . "I won't" she cried, on the verge of snap of the lock on his trunk came derness that she dreaded. She had
eat conflict, doo of tba con rArat erica. " won't go back to that to her at
last the bumping sounds pfj full right to ber resentment, Aa lua

North of Fifty-Thr-
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BERTRAND W.

partner In the chancy enterprise of
marriage were not ber feelings and desires entitled to equal consideration?
He bad assumed the role of dictator,
And she had revolted. That was all.
She was Justified.
Eventually she slept At ten o'clock,

heavy-eyesuffering an Intolerable
headache, she rose and dressed.
Beside her pinte lay a thick letter
She
addressed In Bill's handwriting.
drank her coffee and went back to the
bedroom before she opened the envelope. By the postmark she saw
that it had been mailed on a train.
"Dear Girl: I have caught my
breath, so to speak, but I doubt If ever
a more forlorn cuss listened to the
interminable clicking of car wheels,
I am tempted at each station to turn
back and try again. It seems so un
real, this parting in hot anger, so mis
erably unnecessary. But when I stop
to sum it up again, I see no use in
another appeal. I could come bac- kyes. Only the certain knowledge that
giving in like that would send us spin
ning once more in a vicious circle pre
vents me. I didn't believe It possible
that we could get so far apart Nor
that a succession of little things could
cut so weighty a figure In our lives.
And perhaps yon are very sore and
resentful at me this morning for be
ing so precipitate.
"I couldn't help it. Hazel. It seemed
the only way. It seems so yet to me.
There was nothing more to keep me
in Granville everything to make me
hurry away. If I bad weakened and
temporized with you It would only
mean the deferring of Just what has
happened.
When you declared yourself flatly and repeatedly It seemed
hopeless to argue further. I am a poor
pleader, perhaps ; and I do not believe
In compulsion between us. Whatever
you do you must do of your own voli
tion, without pressure from me. We
couldn't be happy otherwise.
If I
compelled you to follow me against
your desire we should onlf drag mis
ery In our train.
I
"I couldn't even say good-bI
didn't even want It to be good-by- .
didn't know If I could stick to my
go
unless I went as
determination to
I did. And my reason told me that If
there must be a break It would better
come now than after
bickerings and bitterness. If we are
so diametrically opposed where we
thought we stood together we have
made a mistake that no amount of ad- Justing, nothing bnt separate roads,
Myself I refuse to bewUl rectify.
lieve that we have made such a mistake. I don't think that honestly and
deUberately you prefer an exotic, useless, purposeless, parasitic existence
to the normal, wholesome Ufe we happily planned. But you are obsessed,
Intoxicated
I can't pnt It any better
and nothing but a shock will sooer
you. If I'm wrong. If love and Bill's
companionship can't lure you away
from these other things why, I sup- pope you will consider It an ended
chapter. In that case you will not
suffer. The situation as It stands will
be a relief to yon. If, on the other
hand. It's merely a stubborn streak,
that won't let you admit that you've
carried your proud little head on an
overstlff neck, do you think It's worth
the price? I don't
Tm not scolding, little person. I'm
sick and sore at the pass we've come
to. No fool pride can close my eyes
to the fact or keep me from admitting
freely that I love you Just as much
and wont you as longingly as I did
the day I put you aboard the Stanley
D. at Bella Coola. I thought you were
stepping gladly out of my Ufe then.
And I let you go freely and without
anything but a dumb protest against
fate, because it was your wish. I can
step out of your Ufe again If It is
your wish. But I can't imprison my
self in your cities. I'm neither an
Idler nor can I become a legalized buc
caneer. I have nothing but contempt
for those who are. Mind you, this Is
not so sweeping a statement as It
sounds. No one has a keener appre
ciation of what civilization means than
L Out of It has arisen culture and
knowledge, much of what should make
the world a better place for us all. But
somehow this doesn't apply to the
mass, and particularly not to the cir
cles we Invaded In Granville. With
here and there a solitary exception
that class is hopeless In Its smug
Its narrowness of outlook, and unblushing exploitation of
the less fortunate, repels me.
"And to dabble my bands In their
muck, to settle down and live my life
according to their bourgeois standards,
to have grossness of soft flesh replace
able sinews, to submerge mentality In
favor of a specious craftiness of mind
which passes In the 'city1 for brains
well, I'm on the road. And, oh, girl,
girl, I wish you were with me.
"I must explain this mining deal-t-hat
phase of It which sent me on the
rampage In Granville. I should have
done so before, should have Insisted
on making it clear to you. The other
side had been presented to you rather
cleverly at the right time. And your
ready acceptance of it angered me beyond bounds. You were prejudiced.
It stirred me to a perfect fury to think
you couldn't be absolutely loyal to
your pal. When you took that position
I simply couldn't attempt explanations. Do you think I'd ever have taken the other fellow's side against you,
right or wrong?
(TO BIS CONTINUED.)

Birds' Nest Soup.
The birds' nests from which the
Chinese soup Is made are built
by a species of swallow that abounds
on the coasts of Java, Ceylon and Borneo, and consists of a gelatinous substance obtained from marine plants.
The nests are boiled either In chicken
broth or In milk of almonds, and the
result very much resembles vermicelli
soup, except that it U far mor costly,

LIFT OFF CORNS!
Drop Freezone on a touchy
corn, then lift that corn
off with fingers
Doesn't hurt a bit I Drop a
on an aching corn, instantly
that corn stops hurting, then you lift
It right out. Yes, magic No humbug!'

Mr
A tiny bottle of Freezone costs but
few cents at any drug store, but Is sufficient to remove every hard corn, soft
corn, or corn between the toes, and the
calluses, without soreness or Irritation.
Freezone Is the sensational discovery of a Cincinnati genius. It Is wonderful. Adv.

Her View.
Sumlny School Teacher
you understand by suffering
eousness' sake?
Little Girl Please, miss,
having to come to Sunday
New Huven Register.

What do)
for right-

it means
school.

OLD PRESCRIPTION
FOR WEAK KIDNEYS
Have yon ever stopped to reason why
it is that so many products that are extensively advertised, all at once drop out
of sight and are soon forgotten? The
reason is plain the article did not fulfil
the promises of the manufacturer. This
applies more particularly to a medicine.
A medicinal preparation that has real
curative value almost sella itself, aa like
an endless chain system the remedy is
recommended by those who have been
benefited, to those who are in need of it.
A prominent druggist says, "Take for
example
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Rooa
preparation I have sold for many years
and never hesitate to recommend, for in.
almost every case it shows excellent results, as many of my customers testify.
No other kidney remedy that I know of
has so large a sale."
According to sworn statements and
verified testimony of thousands who have
used the preparation, the success of Dr.
Kilmers' Swamp-Roo- t
is due to the fact
that so many people claim, it fulnUe almost every wish in overcoming kidney,
liver and bladder ailments, corrects urinary troubles and neutralizes the urio
acid which causes rheumatism.
You may receive a sample bottle of
Swamp-Rooby Parcel Post.
t
Address
Dr. Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., and
enclose ten cents; also mention this paper.
Large and medium size bottles for sale
at all drug stores. Adv.

Just

in Time.

"Did she return
ring when she Jilted
"She didn't have
ring. Just before I
joined ii society for
useless giving."

the engagement
you?"
any engagement
proposed to ber I
the prevention of

If yon wish beautiful, elear white
elothes, use Red Cross Bag Blue. At all
good grocers. Adv.
Explaining It.
One reason more barns are hit by
lightning In this region than formerly
is Hint there are more burns to be hit
There Is no more lightning than usual.
Portland Oregou'nn.

Cutlcura Beauty Doctor
For cleansing and beautifying the
skin, hands and hair, Cutlcura Soap
and Ointment afford the most effective
preparations. For free samples address, "Cutlcura, Dept. X, Boston." At
druggists and by mail. Soap 25, Ointment 25 and 50. Adv.
Suggestion on Patches.
All men who are wearing their pants
on a
schedule must be

careful that the attrltive pressure be
distributed so that the two rear patch-

es may become necessary simultaneously. A new patch with a worn companion patch Is not sightly and Is not
indicative of even and symmetrical
war service. Houston Post.

"Cold In the Head"

Is an aeute attack of Nasal Catarrh. Per-

sons who are subject to frequent "colds
in the head" will find that the use of
MEDICINE will
HALL'S CATARRH
build up the System, cleanse the Blood
and render them less liable to colds.
Repeated attacks of Acute Catarrh mar
lead to Chronic Catarrh.
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE Is tak.
en Internally and acta through the Blood
on the Mucous Surfaces of the System.
All DrunKlets 7Bc. Testimonials free.
tloa.OO for any case of catarrh
that
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE will not
cure.
Toledo,
Ohio.
A
Cheney
Co..
F. J.
One of theblg thing the war la
teaching us Is how to get along on
less.

United States may tux mules and

donkeys.
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Granulated Eyelids.

Eves inflamed by expo
sure to Sss, Dmsl and WM
Quickly relieve by Maries
EyeBtsjeay. NoSrnarting,

i

just Eye Comfort. At
Your Druggist or by mail tOc per Bottle,
a
For Desk el the Eye free write
MurlBv Eye Remedy Co Chicago

ESTANCIA
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NEWS-HERAL-

RECALL ARMIES,
THEN TALK PEACE

WILSON TERMS

PRESIDENT WILSON ASKS PRINCE
MAX WHOM HE REPRESENTS
IN ARMISTICE PROPOSAL.

WASHINGTON
NATION
WARNS
TEUTON REPLY MAY NOT FUL-FUL- L
AMERICA'S CONDITIONS.

TEXT OF LANSING NOTE TEXT OF GERMAN REPLY
GOOD FAITH WOULD DEPEND UPON HUNS WITHDRAWING FROM

INVADED TERRITORY.

Wutlr.

Newspaper Union Newa Service.

Washington, Oct. 9. President Wilson has met Germany's peace note
with a move which will at one stroke
develop whether her proposal Is sincere or merely a pretension, and. If a
pretension It be, fully justify for all
time before the world the prolonging
of the war with force to the uttermost,
forec without stint or limit. At the
some time the President has left wide
open the door to peace.
The text of the communication
banded to the charge of Switzerland In
Washington follows:
"Sir: I have tbe honor to acknowledge, on behalf of the President, your
note of Oct. 6, incloBing the communication from the German government
to the President, and I am Instructed
by the President to request you to
make the following communication to
the Imperial German chancellor:
" 'Before making reply to the re
quest of the Imperial German govern
ment and in order that that reply shall
be candid and straightforward as tbe
momentous interests Involved require,
the President of the United States
deems it necessary to assure himself
of the exact meaning of the note of
the imperial chancellor.
"Does the Imperial chancellor mean
that the Imperial German government
accepts the terms laid down by the
President In his address to the Congress of the United States on Jan. 8
last and In subsequent addresses, and
that Its object In entering into discussions would be only to agree upon the
practical details of their application?
"The President feels bound to say
with regard to the suggestion of an
armistice that he would not feel at
liberty to propose a cessation of arras
to the governments with which the
government of the United States is as
DISTEMPE
CATARRHAL PEVCB
sociated against tbe central powers,
1NO ALL NOSE
AND THROAT DISEASES
so long as the armies of those powers
fc
olob
n1 mftm mm m nreventetlva tor other.. are upon their soil. The' good faith of
r.oa
tilquld (riven on the tongue. Safe for brood more, and any discussion would manifestly deall others. Beat kidney remedy. 60 oenta a bottle. 16.60 a
doten. Sold by all druggists and turf roods houses"DIs-or- pend upon the consent of the central
Booklet,
sent, express paid, by the manufacturers.
powers Immediately to withdraw their
temper. Cause and Cure," free.
forces everywhere from Invaded terPOHN MEDICAL, CO., Goshen, III, U. S. A.
ritory.
Kindred Spirits.
Couldn't Understand It.
"The President also feels that he
n
A
society performer to! Is Justified in asking whether the ImA newly drafted negro who had
been tn camp only a week entered the unteered to entertain a roomful of the perial chancellor 1b speaking merely
orderly room and asked the captain Colony Hatch lunatic asylum and for the constituted authorities of the
tor a three-daleave. His reason for made up a very successful little mono- empire who have so far conducted the
making the request being sufficiently logue show, entirely humorous. The war. He deems the answer to these
good he was given his pass. Just as audience In the main gave symptoms questions vital from every point of
lio left the rom he saluted the capof being slightly bored, but one high
view.
tain and said: "Thank you, sergeant" ly Intelligent maniac saw the whole
"Accept, sir, the renewed assur1'be captain didn't Intend to let thing In proper light and, clapping ances of my high consideration.
pass
so
unnoticed,
sucb a mistake
"ROBERT LANSING."
the talented actor on the shoulder,
called the negro back, saying: "Johnsaid:
son, one of the first things you want
"Glad you came, old fellow. You
Washington.
Diaz, commaGeneral
to learn to do Is to address soldiers and I will get along fine. The other nder-in-chief
of the Italian army,
by their proper titles. I am a captain dlpples here are so dashed dignified. has issued a general order reminding
not a sergeant,"
What I say is If a man Is mad he his soldiers that the enemy still is on
Jl look of surprise came over the needn't put on airs about It!" Lon Italian, French and Belgian soil, and
negro's face.
He said: "Excuse me, don opinion.
calling on them not to be weakened
cap'n, but Ah done thought they'd
by flattering hopes of peace, but to
make such a nice man as you-al- l Is, a
Mary's Wish.
hold themselves In readiness to comsergeant" The Bayonet.
Mrs. M
is an enthusiastic work
pletely crush the enemy if his peace
er In the United States food clubs. offers prove to be "a fresh form of
A Veteran.
She has been using the substitutes the old guile."
"Take your choice, work or fight."
and, to make her bread more palatable,
"All light, then ; I'll continue to fight she recently bought a bread stick pan,
Entire Spanish Cabinet Quits,
off work."
as corn bread baked In these pans
Madrid. The cabinet headed by
When the bread Antonio Maura lias resigned.
has more crust.
Tbe
Main Thing.
came on the dinner table in the eve- cabinet was formed last March. '
"No matter what subject you start, ning the little
d
Mary exmy friend here Is alwayx posted."
claimed: "Oil. mamma, I want one of
WHEAT CROP 918,920,000 BUSHELS
"Yes, but are his wife' letters?'
your food clubs quick."

We will win this war

Nothing else really matters until we do I

The Flavor Lasts

PINK EYE

It's awfully hard on some men's
It's a queer world but It's the
queer people who are In It that make eyes when they look for perfection In
themselves.
It so.

Indigestion, Bloat,

Heartburn, Caused
by

Acid-Stoma- ch

What It the esus of tsdlrcstkm. dyi- Epptli, bloat, heartburn,
faea. aoar atomacb, and aoch
many atomacb raIrleaT JuM tbia
superadd It 7 aa the doctora
call It. It rube mil) lona of their foil
strength, vitality and tbe power to enjoy
Ufe to be real men and women.
It la well known that an acid month
deatroTa the teeth. Tbe add la ao powerful that It ata light throngs tbe bard
enamel and cauaee the teetb to decay.
Tbla la fair warning of what excess acidity will do to tbe delicate organisation
of tbe atomacb; aa a matter of fact, e.
ceaa acidity not only produces a great
a
many
painful and dlaagreeable
that we generally name "Stomach
trouble," nut It la the creator of long
train of very aerloua alimenta.
interfere; with tbe dlgeatlon
and caueea the food to ferment. Tbla
mus of aour, fermented food patees into
the
tbe Intestine, where it become toxte
for gema and
breeding
placo
polaona, wblcb In turn are absorbed
throughinto the blood and distributed
out the entire body.
you go ym see victima or
Wherever
people who. while not
dually down tick are always ailing- have no appetite, food doesn't digest,
belching all tbe time, continually complaining of being weak and tired and
worn oat. It is this excess acidity that

'

taken th pep and punch ont f them,
leaves little or no vitality.
Strike at tbe very cause of all this
trouble and clean this excess acid ont
of too stomach. Tbla will give tbe atomacb a chanc
to dlgeat tb food properly;
nature will do the rest.
new remedy removes
A wonderful
add without the slightest discomfort. It Is called BATO NIC, mad IB
the form of tableta they ara good to eat
EATON I O
just like a bit of candy.
literally absorba tb Injurious excess
add and carries it away through tbs intestines. It drives tbs bloat out of tho
body yon csn fslrly fsel it work.
Try BATON 10 and see how quickly
It banishes bloat, heartburn, bekhing.
Indigestion,
etc 8ee
food repeating.
yonr general
health
too. bow quickly
Improves
how much mors of your
aervousoes
and
how
food Is digested
Irritability disappear. Learn now easy
It Is to get bach your physical and mental punch. Have tbs power aad energy
Enjoy tbo good
to work with vim.
tblnga of life. Learn what It moans to
fairly bobble over with health.
BATO
NIC from ytmr
of
Bo get a box
him to
We autbortt
tfnvglst today.
guarantee EATONIO to please yon nd
you can trust your druggist to make
If It falls la any
thin gurntee
way, tak It back bs will refund your
money.

HUNS ACCEPT

Is
Production
Bushels.
Washington.
This year's wheat
crop will be 918,920,000 bushels, tho
department of agriculture announced
in its preliminary estimate of production. Winter wheat production is
bushels and spring wheat production 363,195,000 bushels.
of 2,717,775,000
A corn production
bushels was forecast from the condi1.
crop
Oct.
tion of the
Estimate of production of other
1,535,297,000
crops follows:
Oats,
buckbarley, 236,505.000;
bushels;
wheat, 19,473,000; white potatoes, 391,- -

Forecast

for

Corn

2,717,775,000

279,000;
sweet potatoes, 85,473,000;
to
rice, 41.918,000;
flax, 15,606,000;
bacco, 1,265,362,000 pounds; pears, 10,- 194,000
bushels; apples, 198,389,000
bushels; sugar beets, 6,158,000; kafirs,
17,802,000
72,650,000 bushels; beans,

bushels.
Colonel at Camp Grant Slayi Self.
Pnmn r.rant 111. Col. Charles B.
Hagadorn,
of
acting commandant
Camp Grant, committed suicide.

BERLIN AGREES TO WITHDRAW
ARMIES, BUT VITAL QUESTIONS NOT SETTLED.

Ice Boxes on Wheels

neelero Newapeper Union New. Service,
Washington, Oct. 14. The greatest
danger facing the people of the Unit
erl States, officials said here Saturday,
was that they might hastily consider
Germany's proposition as the unconditional surrender which the
demand and relax their efforts to
continue tbe victories at arms and
carry over the fourth Liberty loan. On
every side in official quarters it was
stated that this view of the situation
could not be placed before the public
too strongly.
Text of Germany's Reply to Wilson.
"In reply to the questions of the
President of the United States of
America,
the German government
hereby declares:
;
"The German government has accepted the terms laid down by President Wilson in his address of January the eighth and in his subsequent
addresses on the foundation of a permanent peace of justice. Consequently, its object in entering into discussions would be only to agree upon
practical details of the application of
these terms. The German government believes that the governments of
the powers associated with the government of the United States also take
the position taken by President Wilson in hlB address. The German government in accordance with the
government,
for the
purpose of bringing about an armistice, declares itself ready to comply
with the propositions of tbe President
in regard to evacuation.
"The German government suggests
that tbe President may occasion the
meeting of a mixed commission for
making the necessary arrangements
concerning the evacuation. The present German government which has undertaken the responsibility for this
step toward peace, has been formed
by conferences and in agreement with
the great majority of tbe Reichstag.
The chancellor, supported In all of his
actions by the will of this majority,
speaks In tbe name of the German
government and of the German people.
(Signed.)
"SOLP.
"Secretary of State, Foreign Office.
1918."
"Berlin, OO. 12,

Refrigerator cars for carrying meat are ice
boxes traveling on wheels.
Most people in America would have to go
without fresh meat, or would have to pay
more for what they could get, if it were not
for these traveling ice boxes.
Gustavus F. Swift, the first Swift in the
packing industry, saw the need of these
traveling ice boxes before others.
He asked the railroads to build them. The
railroads refused. They were equipped, and
preferred to haul cattle rather than dressed beef.
So Gustavus F. Swift had to make the cars
himself. The first one was a box car rigged
up to hold ice. Now there are 7,000 Swift
refrigerator cars. Each one is as fine an ice
box as you have in your home.

Day and night, fair weather and foul,
through heat and cold, these 7,000 cars go
rolling up and down the country, keeping meat
just right, on its way to you.
Thus another phase of Swift & Company's
activities has grown to meet a need no one
else could or would supply, in way that
matched Swift & Company ideas of being
useful.
When you see one ofthese Swift & Company
cars in a train, or on a siding, you will be
reminded of what is being done for you as the
fruit of experience and a desire to serve.

Swift & Company, U. S. A.

Lend the Way
They Fight

Unconditional Surrender U, 8. Stand.
Chicago, Oct. 14. The text of Germany's reply to President Wilson's Inquiry was communicated by the Associated Press Saturday nlgbt to William G. McAdoo, secretary of the
treasury just before he delivered a
Liberty Loan address at a crowded
mass meeting. Mr. McAdoo told tbe
audience the text of the reply and

added:
"What this government demands,
based on President Wilson's messages
and speeches, is unconditional surrender, and if the text of this reply is
authentic it means just that."
about
Before telling the audience
the German note, Mr. McAdoo said of
the first German note a week ago:

"Germany didn't send Its note to
anyone except the United States.
Why?
Because the President of the
United States has formulated the principles of a permanent peace.
"Germany knows that when she accepts the Presidentas conditions I am
not talking terms, but conditions, principles when she is off the soil of every invaded land, It means unconditional surrender.
"What Is unconditional surrender?
It is when the fellow you are fighting
Rays. 'I give in and take what you say
I ought to take.'
"The kaiser might as well surrender now. He isn't deluded now. He
wouldn't5 get into the war but he
did think at one time that America
knows better now."

Take Army Home, Says Finland.
governStockholm. The Finnish
ment has asked Germany to withdraw
her troops from Finland.
British Demand Guarantee.
London. The
Press Association
says that it is the view tn exception
ally well Informed circles that no
question of armistice will be seriously considered without accompanying
naval and military guarantees that
Germany
Is not merely ready to
sheathe the sword but that she Is absolutely powerless to resume

Paris Sees Scheme to Split Allies.
Allies Unite In Mighty Blew.
Paris. The reply of the German
London, Oct, 9. Tbe British and
government to President Wilson's
Americans bava advanced to a depth
questions is considered here to Indi
of about three miles on a twenty-mil- e
cate that Germany's diplomatic front
front In their great attack between St. is aa flexible as her military front
Over a front Some of the commentators find the reQuentln and Cambral.
of twenty miles between Cambrai and ply so worded as to show the hope of
St Quentln the British, American and the Germans that it will result In
French troops have started a mighty cleavage between the allies. General
drive, which, in Its initial stage, has LaCroix In the Temps says: "Ger
thrown the enemy back from highly many's acceptance of PJresident Wll
prized tactical positions to a depth son's conditions la an avowal of
of from two to five miles.

Buy Liberty Bonds

One Dose of the Guaranteed Blackleg Vaccine
Mide
AGAINST

TO PROTECT A CALF FOR LIFS
O. M. Franklin, th. orlclnator. Is GUARANTEED
BLACKLEG.
It has stood the test for over four rears on over s million carves and our aaers
with a WRITTEN GUARANTEE II roa
In II. WE BACK THAT CONFIDENCE
rot
vrtah. and esaree you wry centa per doae. or will sena yoa me
fortr cents per does without the Guarantee. We make ONE QUALITY OF VACCINB
:.S0. Write us about It.
ONLY. Srrtote lor Injectlni.

br Dr.

tars every eonfldonco

J"

sank vacune

THE KANSAS BLACKLEG SERUM CO.

BOO

Rebuke for Jane.
At school the twins are In the first
grade. Jane Is quite talkative, while
John Is more quiet and sedate.
Arrlvine home, Jane said : "Mother,
John didn't have his lesson this morning."
"Well," haughtily replied her twin,
"yon talked so much I forgot ted It."

TOO WEAK
TO FIGHT
The

"Come-back-

man was really never

"

t.
Hia weakened
condition
because of overwork. lack of exercise, improper eating and living demands stimula-

tion to satisfy the cry for a health-givinappetite and the refreshing sleep essential
to strength. GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil
Capsules, the National Remedy of Holland,
will do the work.
They are wonderful.
Three of these capsules each day will put
ft man m hie feet before he know
it:
whether his trouble conies from uric acid
poisoning, the kidneys, gravel or stone in
the bladder, stomach derangement or other
Amerailments that befall the
ican. The best known, most reliable remedy for these troubles is GOLD MEDAL
Haarlem Oil Capsules. This remedy has
stood the test for more than 200 years
since its discovery in the indent laboratories in Holland.
It acts directly and
gives relief at once. Don't wait until you
but take them
are entirely
today.
Your druggist will gladly refund
your money if they do not help you. Accept no substitutes. Look for the name
OOLD MEDAL on everv box. three sizes.
imported
They are the pure, original,
Haarlem uii uapsu.ee. aov.
Identified Just th. Same.
She Walter, can yon tell me if Mr.
Jones has been In today)
Walter Mr. Jones? Is he the old
man with the big red nose?
She Yes, that's him but, look
here: I want you to understand that
my husband Is not old, nor is his nose
buj and red.

Japan Is buying army horses In
.

DENVER. COLO.

Lie Stock Eachense Bids.

..

Revived His Interest.
Thomas Atkins was fractious.
His
medicine was nasty and he refused to
take It. Two or three V. A. D.s stood,
round him, urging him to be good.
"Come," said one, "drluk this and
you will get well !"
"And rosy, too!" chimed In a second.
Atkins brightened.
He wasn't particularly keen on getting well, but to
get rosy was quite another matter.
'Which of you Is Rosy?" lie axked,
surveying the pretty group.
A woman's strength lies In
knowledge of a man's wtjkness.

tb

ASTHMA
INSTANTLY RELIEVED WITH

0

REFUNDED AS

ANY

OftUGuIU

rARVEÍl'á
. . HAIR BALSAM
preparaxlon of Bwrlt
itdM
B.lpt. to eradicate deadrnff.
for Reatarte.
Color
and
?
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Ru.

fEvery Woman Wants
FOR PERSONA!. HYGIENE
in water lar doudm stop,
pelvic catarrh, ulceration and Inflan,
nation. Raccxninenct&J by Lydia E.
Pinkhara Mad. Co, tar test reara,
A healing rondar for nasal catarro,
eor. throat and sor va. Economical.
Umm
t
'
'
Í
SeaaelaFre. Site as
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SSiJ. Ti PaaftMiTcé.1 Cantear. Boeou.Mwa.
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OBITUARY
"A friend in need. His life was
gentle, and the elements so mixed in
him, that Nature might stand up and
say to nil tne world, "This was a
-- Shakespeare.
'
man.
Dr. W. H. Mason was called from
this to a better world October 1st,
and we are saddened because we can
not again hear his voice and see his
kindly face and pleasant smile.
He was born near Fairmont, Mo.,
April 30th,
1861.
Educated at
Columbia,
Mo., and graduated at
Columbia Medical College.
He was
married September 11, 1887, to Miss
Minnie M. Matlock, of Sand Hill, Mo,
lo this union three children were
born, the first child having died in
infancy. A daughter, Mrs. Ada
Minerman of Los Angeles, Cal., and
a son, Forest, who has just located in
Mountainair, still survive: also his
granddaughter, little Wilma Miner-ma- n,
and his brother, W. S. Mason
of Wiggins, Colorado.
He joined the Baptist church when
a young man and lived a Christian
throughout his life.
The entire county mourns his loss,
as he was a devoted husband, a loving father, a prominent physician, a
good neighbor, and was widely known
and much beloved by all who knew
him.
His aged father, past 85 years of
age, passed away just one month previous, and his mother about two years
ago.
He had been in poor health for
some time, and about seven months
ago Mrs. Mason, with Forrest and his
wife, took him for a trip to California, thinking he would regain his
health, but God had need of him, so
we had to give him up.
Funeral services were held at the
M. E. church
conducted by Rev.
Waltz.
Interment at the Estancia

BOYS AND GIRLS
CLUB FAIRS

PROGRESSO

Special Correspondence.
The sick are all better and no new
cases of influenza at this writing.
Claude C. Wright died Monday in
Clovis, N. M., of influenza. His re
mains were shipped to Willard Mon
day, where he was buried. Most all
Progresso people attended the funeral. The family have the sympathy of

MORIARTY

From the Messenger.,
Ranee House and family have
moved to Moriarty.
Charley Snowden of Atlanta, Ga.,
came in last week on a week's fur
lough to visit his parents near Venus.
Proceeds of the dance donated to
the Red Cross by Joe Davis and family amounted to twelve dollars.
Misses Meltabarger and Tillery arc
home this week on account of the
Albuquerque schools being closed.
A faithful
band of Red Cross
workers meet every Wednesday afternoon in the Red Cross rooms.
Why don't you help?
Mrs. Dannevik and Paul are on the
ranch from Albuquerque.
The local
chapter of the Red
Cross shipped away last week 200
Red Cross garments, 15 Sheets, 35
bath towels, 70 face towels, and 30
in
handkerchiefs to our hospitals
France. All but the garments were
donated by local people to fill our
quota of the hurryup call made all
over the country. The September
shipment of articles was 36 pairs of
socks and 20 childrens
petticoats.
Two large boxes were packed
last
week to be shipped to the Belgians.

COMMISSIONERS'

PROCEEDINGS

YOUTH-TiM-E

(Continued from first page.)
The important time to lay
O.U0
Willio Flrin trin with rd SUpt
2.25 a strong foundation icr
Martin Flores, J. P. fees
Wild Animal Bounty:
4.00 robust manhood is while life is
Mrs. A. B. Romero

Boys and Girls Club Fairs were
10.00 young and the body developE. W. McComas
held at Liberty School House on the
14.00
E. H. Ayers
mesa last Saturday, and at Cedar- 16.00 ing. A growing child needs
Mrs. C. Romero
vale Tuesday.
4.00 every possible help to conserve
Mrs. A. B. Romero
Fairs will be held at Mountainair
8.00
A. B. Maloney
next Saturday, and at Estancia a tne entire community.
energy and confirm the body
2.00
Chas. Lubojasky has a new well on
V. H. Manning
week from Saturday the 26th.
To a
10.00
vigorous
in
his
ranch
will
and
erect a windmill in
T. C. Royal
The premium list has just become
8.00 developing child
near future.
E. W. Davis
avaiiaoie lor this paper, and inas theOtto
4.00
Collins left Monday for
J. R. Tracy
much as the Mountainair fair will
18.00
Vaughn to gather cattle.
B. B. Lorey
be over before the News-Heral- d
4.00
Mrs.
Payne
is
Howard
present
Geo. Willay
at
reaches many of its readers in that visiting
132.00
at the home of her uncle, A.
F. H. Ayers
vicinity, it is not worth while to M.
18.00
Shipp,
near Cedarvale.
John Jockey
print the list for that fair in this is2.00
Ray Elliston returned home Sun
R. F. Donaldson
sue.
4.00
G. W. Woodman
The list for the Estancia fair is as day from Mineral Wells, Ttxas, where
20.00
spent
he
the past three weeks at the
F. H. Ayers
follows :
8.00
bedside of his mother who is very
F. H. Ayers
Cooking Club.
1.
6.00 comes with particular he!p.
low.
A. B. Thurber
$2.00
First Prize
46.00
DeVaney
S.
has begun threshing
J. E. Salmon
Second Prize
1.50
64.00 Thousands of the strong men
,
Mrs. A. B. Romero
Third Prize
.50 beans for the farmers.
8.00 and women of today were in
B. E. Piggott and family and Mrs.
Sawyer
W.
C.
Rinp
Rihhon
Fourth Prize
Jesus Candelaria, exp co com 65.00 youth-tim- e
nourished and
Fifth Prize
Red Ribbon i Piggott's mother and sister visited
89.00
Sunday at the Stalev home.
Melcor Luna, exp co com
2.
Sewing Club.
exp co com 69.50 strengthened to withstand
Sanches,
Mae
Wright
Willie
up
came
Ponciano
from
First Prize
$2.00
1.75 the inroads of disease by the
V. Romero, J. P. fees
Second Prize
1.50 Torrance Monday to attend the fu5.80 consistent use of Scott .
Est. Lum. Co. supplies
Third Prize
1.00 neral of her brother, Claude Wright.
11.22
E. E. Berry, const fees
Scott & Bowue, Sloemfield, N. J,
.75
Fourth Prize
2.00
Dan Dow, interpreter
.50
Fifth Prize
39.27
corn's
C.
Howell,
assrs
D.
Special Correspondence.
Sixth Prize
Blue Ribbon Special Correspondente.
Alfredo Chaves, wood for
J. N. Bush, Ira Alimón and George
Last week's Items.
Red Ribbon
Seventh Prize
13.04
The Reverend Farley's family and
court house
Bean threshing has been one item
3.
Pig Club.
Freilinger went to Albuquerque yes60.00
L. C. Fix and family have been sick this week
work
road
Mulkey,
G.
C.
W. W. Manning and Geo.
$3.00
First Prize
terday on business.
last week with colds.
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the
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